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ON THE ROAD BACK TO THE DARK AGES?

A retired economics professor’s reflections on the future of civilized society 

Y.S. Brenner

Introduction: Why this book? An outline of the problems.

Our social and economic system is in the process of reorganisation. The final outcome of any

system's reorganisation is unpredictable and I wonder how the new generation can find its way

out of the present wasteland of the spirit. I do not presume to be able to offer a route map, but

I think that I know the charts which have been used to shepherd us into it, and the dangers of

continuing to use them. Living is action, and human living implies choices that, whether free or

circumscribed, are choices to prefer one action rather than another in the hope that they will lead

to one rather than another kind of future,  and I believe that our decisions may influence the1

system’s future. The fate of the humane values of western civilization is still in the balance – the

battle for a more decent world is not yet lost – but  their successful defence requires a vision of

a future worthy to be struggled for.

I do not share Karl Marx’s optimistic determinism – his belief in “historical necessity”.

I’d rather accept Ernest Gellner’s view that the emergence of a society blessed with perpetual

economic and cognitive growth, an egalitarian and/or fraternal society which incorporates

everyone in a shared moral citizenship and a high culture, a society without poverty, oppression

or arbitrariness, is not inscribed into any historical plan.   I agree with him that a stored surplus2

needs to be guarded and its distribution enforced, because no principle of distribution is either

self-validating or self-enforcing, and that therefore conflict is inevitable, and that the victors have

no interest in permitting a return match, but have every reason to prevent it by pre-emptive action.

Nonetheless, I can still hope for a more just and humane world.  But I do not believe that
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discontent with the present situation alone is sufficient to achieve this. Discontent, and efforts to

correct only specific wrongs, cannot reverse the current drift toward despondency. A realistic

alternative is indispensable. Without it discontentment breeds desperation, reaction and disaster.

But given a realistic alternative people find hope, and hope is the great antidote to despondency

and fear.

The reasons for discontentment these days are many and various. They range from the

despoiling of the natural environment, to the proliferation of atomic weaponry, the increasing gap

between rich and poor, social disintegration, widespread trite materialism, bureaucratic

insensibility, corruption, decline of business confidence, loss of decorum, and much else. All these

are good reasons for being discontented, but discontent alone is dangerous. It tends to create a

climate in which the symptoms of ills become the focus of attention while the underlying causes

are ignored. Worse than that, discontent precipitates conditions which can be exploited just as

well by reactionary forces as by those who are genuinely committed to the elimination of the ills.

Discontent does not guarantee changes for the better. It can just as well lead to hopelessness and

resignation as to action, and when it leads to action it may just as well engender fascism and

reaction as it may promote democracy and the assertion of human dignity and rights. Both these

tendencies are well discernible in most parts of the western world. One hears people speak of the

"end of history", implying the final victory of the western way of life, and one hears post-

modernists speak of the "end of the great stories" professing that truth is no more than good

rhetoric, and thus leading to the conclusion that "anything goes". But next to those who speak of

the “end of history” and of the “end of the great stories”  there are also manifestations of a

different kind. The very existence of the single issue groups struggling to right some wrong; the

growing anxiety of churches and humanists about the loss of "norms and values"; the persistent

concern for Third World populations and for refugees from overtly terrorist regimes and ethnic

massacres, reflect this other tendency.

One cannot and ought not deny the positive side of Capitalism. For a long period it has

been the great motor of economic growth. By the middle of the nineteenth century Marx already

observed and admitted that Capitalism  “created more massive and more colossal productive
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forces than have all the preceding generations together".   The mechanism which accounted for3

its wondrous economic achievement was competition between entrepreneurs for their respective

shares of the market, and competition between employers and workers for their share in the fruits

of production. Capitalism inexorably drove employers, scared of being driven out of business by

more efficient competitors to search for and introduce superior technological and organizational

methods of production; and facing an increasingly well-organized and powerful labour force it

compelled employers to introduce improvements which helped them to raise output per worker

sufficiently to maintain the necessary profit to finance the innovations which compensated them

for the rising wages. Though not the exclusive driving force, and not always functioning smoothly,

as long as it remained partially embedded in the cultural heritage from earlier ages, this dual

mechanism, was not only the dynamic but also the progressive element of capitalism. It increased

mankind's ascendancy over nature and gave it the power to produce the material affluence with

which the citizens of the technologically-advanced countries are endowed, or still endowed. 

The negative side of this mechanism was that the spirit of competition spread into almost

all spheres of life and gradually diminished the cultural restraints that gave capitalism its

progressive elan. Competitive success came to be universally regarded with approval and failure

with contempt which resulted in egoism being invested with almost moral quality. Competition

imposed a state of mind which turned acquisition into the purpose of nearly all endeavors so that

it seizes not only upon all phenomena within the economic realm but reached over into the entire

cultural sphere, including social relations, and established the supremacy of business interests over

most other values. It forces upon society a utilitarian valuation of people, objects and events. The

motives of competitors can be many: the desire for power, the craving for acclaim, the impulsion

to serve the common good and the simple urge to action, but by virtue of an inner necessity they

all become subordinate to profit-making, because without economic success almost none of these

desires can be attained.  Thus the urge to compete has become one of the logical propositions or4

empirical “facts” which, because in the past have served us well, simply became psychologically

too `expensive` to be discarded.
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After World War II, without eliminating the growth promoting mechanism which fuelled

the engine of capitalist progress, the initiators of the Welfare State ameliorated the worst fears

of the pre-war era, namely the scourge of long-term unemployment, dire poverty and destitution.

They provided citizens with an economic safety net to protect them from these  evils. But they

failed to end  the cultural legacy of individuals’ previously relentless need to compete in order to

avoid them. Objectively individuals’ need to compete for survival receded in the Welfare State,

but the cultural legacy of pre-war Capitalism lingered on, and when it lost some important

restraints which were inherent in the old system, it assumed a life of its own . The point is that

under classical capitalism greed was partially tempered by the pre-Capitalist inheritance of a

measure of respect for legality and decorum. Under the new Capitalism this legacy was waning.

Without belittling the exploitative and occasionally outright cruel character of the old Capitalism,

particularly in the nineteenth century, it must be admitted that in the era of Classical Capitalism

the bourgeoisie had made a clear distinction between legitimate and illegitimate means of

acquiring wealth.  Thieves, liars, swindlers, embezzlers, forgers, and the rest of that ilk, were

excluded from respectable society. This was still so in the mid-nineteen eighties, but the frontiers

of social disapprobation receded and the modus operandi of malefactors changed. In their new

form malpractices were less easy to prosecute and more socially tolerated. Increasingly even

respectable businessmen regarded tax fiddles as peccadilloes, and more and more working-men

were taking undue advantage of the state. Next to this the growing separation of ownership from

management of enterprises allowed business executives controlling large funds which were not

their own to take irresponsible risks and civil servants to cease regarding misappropriation of

public money as malfeasance. To obtain bonuses bank employees extended irresponsibly

mortgages on the assumption that house prices will be forever rising, and workers collected

unemployment benefit while they conspired with persons in need of workmen to defraud the state.

"Moonlighters" obtained incomes on top of their social security benefits and those who employed

them saved the money they were to pay the state without moral compunctions.

The effect of all this was disastrous. At one time or another almost everybody came face

to face with these malpractices and decent people felt fooled by society, and began to resent

paying taxes and national insurance contributions, and to work responsibly and honestly for

normal wages, while "smart alecs" did much better. The old fears of unemployment and

destitution  were still simmering in the background, but they were no longer as impelling as they
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used to be. Workers took longer sick leave, prolonged their tea-breaks, worked less diligently and

responsibly, allowed more time to pass between leaving one position and finding another, and, like

employers, were tempted to resort to all manner of stratagems to misuse the provisions provided

by the state. To be sure, dishonesty was no new phenomenon, there have always been corrupt

individuals, but the threshold which divided what is and what is not acceptable became lower.

Decorum was waning and with it the confidence – my word is my bond – which was an essential

constituent of successful capitalism. But without decorum and trust - without notions of

responsibility taking the place of the old fears of unemployment and destitution, there is little left

to maintain in the long run the necessary level of efficiency to sustain a highly complex industrial

society and to assure the living standard it affords.

While the old sense of decorum was waning, but capitalism still sustained its economic

growth promoting elan, and continued to raise living standards and to provide society with a

feeling of economic security, people were losing interest in politics. In the first decades after the

war democracy was meaningful and Keynesian economics placed much of income and wealth

distribution in the hands of representative governments. People voted on issues which related to

the welfare of the majority of citizens. Political parties were committed to programmes which

clearly stated how they intended to solve the problems facing their electorates. But gradually this

changed and people began to lose confidence in political leaders. The voice of high social,

business and academic position gives access to television, radio and the press, and the voice of

economic advantage being louder was regularly mistaken for the voice of the masses.  Hence,5

since the nineteen seventies, democracy was practically drowned by a flood of usually factually

true but misleading information. The failure of labour's leadership to acknowledge what was

common knowledge, namely that not only capitalists but also workers were abusing the provisions

of the Welfare State, made this worse. It prevented prime of place to be given to efforts to correct

this situation and it afforded the oligarchy the opportunity to revive some features of the pre-war

social and economic system, while ignoring others. In short, the combination of these moral and

political crises, with occasional bouts of unemployment and  inflation, afforded the foes of the

Welfare State the long awaited opportunity to stage their comeback.

As said, the staying power of the capitalist system is that it is held together by a universal
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pursuit of gain which permeates society to the last individual. It fosters an erroneous mental

representation of fairness by allowing individuals to find their place in society on the basis of what

appears to be competitive ability, while the system as a whole remains immutable leading

nowhere.  It provides each individual with an illusion of security of life and property and leads him

to approve of arrangements which enables him to enjoy what earnings or property he has, but

leaves him unmoved by the fact that it prevents him and others from receiving an equitable share

of what the system does provide. Workers are led by immediate notions of self-interest to approve

of one type of inequity in order to be protected from another. They vote for a party promising to

reduce their taxes ignoring that this may eventually undermine their social security. The system

turns individuals into its unconscious protectors, and denies them the security they should actually

be striving for. Competitive pursuit of gain becomes a necessity for survival and the wish to

survive gives rise to the pursuit of gain — a vicious circle with an inescapable internal logic that

makes the system unassailable from within. Thus the system’s internal consistency permits it to

last for a long time.

Not this alone. Capitalism’s staying power is also sustained by our earlier mentioned

unwillingness to shed old beliefs and old habits of thought. This is our conservative tendency to

give preference for revisions which least disturb the beliefs we are accustomed to believe. If in the

past they have served us well they often enjoy immunity from revision, and seem to be inherent

to the mind.   The same is true of social values, and the associated modes of conduct. They are6

communicated from generation to generation by verbal contamination and demeanor in a moral

setting. They become habitual and seem to be intuitive – to be human nature, which they are not!

In this sense, like old beliefs, values and modes of conduct which capitalism seemed to have made

natural, lived well into the late twentieth century and continue to rule society today.

By the end of the Middle Ages, when societies began to escape the fears of the imaginary

ghosts and demons which dominated peoples lives, and before an increasing number of them

began to experience the real nightmare of unemployment and starvation, it took long until they

transformed from “spiritual beings who in order to survive, devote reasonable attention to

economic interests, into economic animals who also find it prudent to take some precautions to
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assure their spiritual well-being,”  Similarly it may nowadays take time before people learn to7

understand that the new technologies produce sufficient affluence for all without economic

competition dominating their entire way of life. But such a conversion does not come by itself.

It has to be wished for, and requires a struggle not only against powerful vested interests but also

against the dubious ideas taken to be true and the modes of conduct which modern capitalism

made seemingly inevitable.

In a recent article  Professor Tony Judt wrote that the paradox of the welfare state was8

simply that its success did over time undermine its appeal. The generation that remembered the

1930s was understandably the most committed to preserving the Welfare State’s institutions and

systems of taxation, and its social service, and public provision that they saw as bulwarks against

a return to the horrors of the past. But for their successors, the Welfare State’s provisions made

them forget why they were sought in the first place. What bound the middle classes to liberal

institutions in the wake of World Ware II. was that they too received the same welfare assistance

and services as the poor: free education, cheap or free medical treatment, public pensions, and the

like. In consequence the European middle class found itself by the 1960s with far greater

disposable incomes than ever before, with so many of life’s necessities prepaid in tax. But by the

1970s, all this was taken for granted. Yet, starting with the tax and employment reforms of the

Thatcher-Reagan years, and followed in short order by deregulation of the financial sector,

inequality has once again become an issue. Alas, Professor Judt does not tell us who will tackle

the revived movement toward the bad old days, and how.

Albert Einstein once said with regard to science, but it is also generally true, that

“whatever a society will produce depends entirely on the nature of the goals alive in it. Once the

goals exist, the scientific method furnishes means to realize them. Yet it cannot furnish the very

goals. The scientific method itself would not have led anywhere, it would not even have been born

without a passionate striving for clear understanding.”   These days, like in the dark days when9
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Einstein said this (1941), we once again witness that perfection of means and confusion of goals.

However, as Einstein believed we can also believe that “ if we sincerely and passionately desire

the safety, the welfare, and the free development of the talents of all men, we shall not be in want

of the means to approach such a state.”

Currently our society is nurtured on materialistic self-interest posing as individualism. It

is therefore ill equipped to choose goals and pursue policies designed to promote social safety,

social welfare and the free development of talents. Moreover, much of our scientific community

is ruled by expediency, and a scientific community which regards expediency as its guiding

principle is hardly well positioned to deal with many really important problems, perhaps even with

the pursuit of truth. This is so because even good scientists can hardly escape the spirit of their

environment. Although their philosophical background seldom influences their answers, it does

determine their questions, and the final outcome can depend on this.  Nobody is against safety,10

welfare, and the development of talents, but in the current rush to privatisation posing as

individualism, rather than the egoism it really is, these desires have taken on a different meaning

from what liberals like Einstein took to be self-evident, and this poses a serious obstacle on the

road back to the humane attitudes which inspired western European society in the welfare state’s

early days.

The current drift is neither economically expedient nor morally attractive. What we see

these days are the symptoms of a loss of direction. The newfangled sophism hiding behind some

of the post-modern ideas and "political correctness" involves great risks for science and society.

What is required is a revival of the public's political engagement to restore to society the humane

perspective. Since the Renaissance the West, and particularly the west of the West, had turned

its eyes to the morrow and eagerly embraced change, perceived as progress. By this it marked

itself off from earlier and alternative cultures. But in the last decades much of this intellectual

energy spent itself in practical achievements, and the subsequent loss of momentum gave people

the impression that the wheel is motionless - that it fails to carry them upward, as they previously

believed. They immerse themselves in their daily business and immediate circle, and turn their

back on the political parties who until then claimed to command the levers of change. People

resent greasy politicians and greedy top management and their sleazy pocket-filling deals, but fail
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to take collective conscious action, and live materially from day to day and intellectually from

hand to mouth, and confuse technological innovation with social progress. 
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2.

What is progress.

What then is progress? How can it be defined or recognised? Most natural scientists,  taking the

unity of physical nature for granted, regard as the constant progressive element in science the

widening of the likeness we select among the facts which leads to the creation of new visions or

concepts that unify the understanding of the world. Our observations and experiences are many,

perhaps infinite, by dividing them into what we believe matters and what does not, and into what

is alike or fitting into a pattern and what is not, we pass judgement on the observations and

experiences, and this judgement then forms the basis of our beliefs. Newton saw the likeness

between the "fall of the apple and the swirling of the moon in her orbit round the earth", which

no one had recognized before him, and thus produced a completely new conception of the

universe. In the social sphere Rousseau saw the likeness in all men and thus provided a new

conception of mankind, though, of course, his observation threatened too many of the

establishment's vested interests to be readily adopted. 

The point is that "when we discover the wider likeness, whether between space and time,

bacillus and crystal, we enlarge the order in the universe, but more than this, we enlarge its unity.

And it is this conception of the unity of nature living and dead for which our thought reaches that

determines progress.  It is the shift in the judgement of things regarded alike or unlike that11

determines man's values in both the natural and the social sciences. When physicists discover such

a new likeness their science shifts. Events previously disregarded assume a new significance and

the importance of events hitherto regarded significant is reassessed and value judgments are

altered. A similar process takes place when society discovers a new likeness, a reevaluation of old

value-judgments takes place and they are revised.

The ancient Greeks did not regard slaves to be like men and at one time ancient Romans

called slaves “speaking instruments”. In Europe medieval Society did not liken itself to heathens.

The members of the early European bourgeoisie did not regard those unable or unwilling to adopt

its life-style as men like themselves, though they occasionally paid lip-service to the idea of the

brotherhood of men. Mercantilism divided society into, on the one hand, merchants,
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manufacturers and rich landowners - the people who "mattered" (who were stimulated to great

deeds by the "love of gain"), and on the other hand, the labouring poor - the "non-people" who

did not "matter", (who it was thought would only be driven to work by the cold fear of

starvation). But when due to the relative labour shortage in the first half of the eighteenth century,

sections of the labour force were from time to time able to press for and obtain higher wages,

domestic demand expanded, and by the end of that century became an increasingly important

source of profit and new technologies required better educated working-men. Gradually men of

humble origins rose to wealth and power, the old rigid rank conceptions began to crumble. And

from the late nineteenth century, though with a temporary reversal of the trend in Europe during

the second quarter of the twentieth century, the widening of the perception of what is common

to humanity increased and was reflected in the adoption of the Democratic form of government

and in the variety of  movements from classical liberalism to socialism and communism which

were struggling for equal rights and opportunities for all and promising economic equity. For

generations western society never regarded Asians or Africans equal to themselves, but since the

end of World War II, it made foreign development assistance part of its political agenda, and in

the twenty-first century Americans elected a man of African origin to be their president.  

At first sight all this suggests that in spite of several reversals the optimistic belief in social

progress may after all be justified. In other words, that in the long run Gellner’s claim, that there

is not inscribed into any historical plan the emergence of an egalitarian and/or fraternal society is

wrong. Why should there not evolve a society which incorporates everyone in a shared moral

citizenship without poverty, oppression or arbitrariness? But the belief in such a “historical

necessity” would be simplistic. If we borrow again from science, say from the theory of evolution,

the optimism would require a misreading of  Darwin’s theory. In reality not every surviving

property in the process of evolution must be advantageous. As Gould argued, there is always a

plurality of interacting causes which affect evolution, and properties often survive because they

are tied to other selection properties allowing for ‘accidental by-products’ of evolution. An often

cited example for this is the deadly sickle cell disease which is common in Africa due to the

immunity from malaria that it provides. Gould calls these inter-related phenomena ‘the

contingency of natural history.’   12
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Gellner says that the above described social and economic progress of western society is

precarious. A unique “miracle” which had it been suppressed, as it nearly was, there is no

evidence that it can be repeated. Gellner was probably thinking of how close Nazi Germany came

to win the war and to impose its divisive nationalist racist ideology upon Europe and perhaps the

world. But there is more to it. If we think of Gould’s evolutionary accidental by-products we

cannot help being reminded of the process by which the communist quest for equality transformed

in the Soviet Union and other soviet style states into an oppressive system administered by a

hierarchic insensitive bureaucracy which Milovan Djilas in 1955 aptly described as a new class.

Likewise one may regard the recent rise of a new social stratum in the Free Enterprise economies

as a worrying evolutionary accidental by-product. This stratum of executives in business and

industry, and public services, who control funds which are not their own and hold power over

people by status and position,  administer the social and economic market system in a way that

may be termed industrial feudalism. The Soviet Union, the political system which purported to

be socialist, collapsed, and perhaps undeservedly cast a dark shadow upon other progressive

efforts to create a new agenda for humanity. The Free Market system in its recent form, unless

it is successfully resisted, is also going the way the Soviet system went, or may socially lead us

back to the dark ages and most likely also to economic stagnation in the western world.  To13

economic stagnation because paradoxically the bureaucratic efforts of centralised management,

to reduce costs and its measures to curb inefficiency, and corruption hinder the development of

workers talents and individuals’ drive to innovate which for three centuries marked post-

Renaissance western civilisation. But without inventiveness and experimentation capitalism cannot

survive for long the competition from the newly industrialising countries like India and China.

In economics I regard progress as the augmentation of mankind’s freedom of choice.14

Economic progress is what provides nations with a growing opportunity, but no more than the

opportunity, to choose the kind of society they wish to have. Without the ability to satisfy material

needs, freedom of choice is illusionary. Nature, science, and technology, delimit the practical

possibilities of what we are free to choose, but within these limits it is up to us to strive for the
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world we want to live in. The great achievements of science and technology have made the

satisfaction of material needs more fully and with less physical effort than ever before and thus

objectively increased our freedom to choose. Therefore an egalitarian and/or fraternal society,

without poverty, oppression or arbitrariness, may after all be within our reach even if it is not

inscribed into any historical plan. We formulated a theory of gravity which enables us to reach the

moon; an atomic theory of matter which enabled us to split the atom and obtain sources of energy

more powerful than ever known before, theories of chemistry about the composition of substances

enabling us to synthesize and form compounds more suitable for our uses than nature has

provided, genetic, biological and biochemical theories enabling us to interfere with natural growth

and produce crops manifold larger than previous generations were able to dream of. Why then

should we not be able to envisage a social order worthy to be struggling for? We even envisaged

abstract theories as far removed from sense perception as Einstein’s about space, time, energy and

matter, why then should a humane world seem unachievable? 

It is true that “old habits of thought” are not easily overcome and especially when

experience seems to make them appear self-evident. For generations people knew an earth

standing stable at the centre of the universe. They were living in a finite world contained in the

sphere of the fixed stars with the earth standing stationary at its center, and the sun and other

heavenly bodies revolving about it in their orbs like "jewels in their fixed mountings". This

“knowledge” was convincingly confirmed by what everyone could plainly see  – by everyday

experience.  It was simply too obvious to be doubted. In contrast to this understanding a world

in motion with our earth spinning round the sun is not so obvious, and it is not directly confirmed

by everyday experience. With the earth rotating, stones thrown up into the air or apples falling

from high trees would hardly be expected to fall down vertically, they would rather be expected

to "be left behind", and the air would be perpetually blowing from east to west. That none of this

happens places reality beyond  immediate sensory perception, and can only be observed from the

"outside". It requires explanation. Events cease to be self-evident and have to be explained by

reason, and their explanations have to be empirically proven. Copernicus had such an explanation,

and henceforth man could no longer trust the evidence of his eyes. What seemed firmly stationary

like the earth one stands on proved to be in perpetual motion, and what seemed in motion like the

sun might well be stationary. 

When Copernicus suggested that the sun was at the centre of the solar system his
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hypothesis was suppressed; when Galileo made his heliocentric theory plausible, he was banned

by the Church, made to recant and placed under house arrest for the remainder of his life. But in

the end their conception was vindicated, and by the seventeenth century scientific method and

experimentation gained dominance over men's way of thinking; and reason more than revelation

was also gradually becoming the arbiter of social values. Religion and the old philosophies

continued to maintain their hold upon the fundamental conceptions of western European societies

but their tenets were re-examined in the light of rationality and social cost. Theology began to be

permeated by reason, and rationalism was gradually taking the place of the old habits of thought

– of traditional religion.  So why can we not hope that reason may also overcome the habits of15

thought that Capitalism made us believe that they are laws of nature?

For several generations the champions of Reason and the champions of Religion were

vying for men’s minds and souls with the whole of thoughtful Europe looking on. What men

craved to know was what they were to believe, and what they were not to believe. Were they to

continue plodding along the same old road, or were they to obey leaders who bade them to follow

to other lands of promise?  For long the Church had held out the promise that goodwill justice and

brotherly love should also reign on earth  –  which never happened. Yet in the eighteenth century,

while religion continued to hold the key to the life hereafter, for those who chose to believe in

such a life, the key to human happiness in this life was gradually becoming science. The point is

that although old beliefs tend to appear self-evident for a very long time  they are not

uncorrectable. Nowadays the champions of the Free Market and the champions of a regulated

economic system are confronting each other fighting for the possession of men’s minds. Like the

Church in earlier times, Capitalism held out the promise of welfare for all, claiming that “all ships

are rising with the tide”. It made people believe that the urge to compete for acquisitions is part

of human nature. But is it? Is it not possible that the competitive drive for acquisitions is merely

the legacy of a social order in a world not yet able to assure economic security for all? May not

this urge fade out once people recognise that the achievements of modern science and technology

can make the old objectively outdated fears and urges unnecessary if they desire to get rid of

them? May not the old social order together with its assumed inherent human drives simply fade
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away if we sincerely and passionately wish it?  To many the very idea of a society not prone to

the spirit of acquisition may seem counterintuitive, but is it more counterintuitive than a world in

motion, or Einstein’s theory of relativity? And yet, in the end we accepted both, because the

evidence supported them.

The problem here under discussion is not competition per-se but the combination of

competition with the spirit of acquisition that characterises our social-economic system. There

is no harm in a competitive spirit influencing people’s conduct, but one must be aware of the

undesirable by-products it nowadays produces. In sport, arts, and practically in most human

activities, competitive ability signifies talent and often leads to excellence and progress. However,

once talented sportsmen and sportswomen, or artists and scientists are not primarily rewarded by

public esteem and by the self-satisfaction it provides for themselves, but by the amount of money

promoters and agents manage to obtain for them, sport ceases to be sport, art becomes a business,

and the direction of scientific research is losing much of its progressive content. The last

mentioned is particularly important for our future and not because good scientists will no longer

find good answers to the questions they are asking, but because with scientific research becoming

more and more costly the questions they ask will be increasingly determined by those who finance

scientific research and technological innovation and not by scientific curiosity and by what is really

in society’s best interest. When this happens science loses its progressive character and the public

support required for it. Scientific research influences the direction of social and economic change,

or at least their rate of change, while social and economic change also permeates science. There

is nothing mystical about the way in which notions of cause and effect, choice and chance,

determinacy and freedom, spread from one science to another. But it is also entirely within the

picture of historical causation that general social attitudes have a profound effect upon

acceptability and apparent reasonableness of scientific hypotheses. Science is after all a social

activity.  16

Since Darwin published The Origin of Species (1859) there is an optimistic tendency to

assume that desirable progress is inherent in development. But this optimism is by no means

justified. By the time Darwin’s work appeared the ascent of the bourgeoisie was a fait accompli

and the principle of "progress" firmly established in all the social sciences. In the second half of
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the nineteenth century his principle of natural selection, transformed by Spencer in The Principles

of Psychology (1855) into the principle of the survival of the fittest became the ideological

justification for laissez-faire, but in fact it was only "the borrowing of a metaphor to further justify

a system already in full operation".   Spencer did not "invent" the Capitalist system’s unbridled17

economic competition he merely reflected it. He and perhaps even Darwin, gave to its newly

aspired status quo an ethical justification –  the moralistic underpinning it wanted; and they

suggested a likely mechanism of the way it must work –  an explanation that was absolutely

necessary in an era in which the discovery of mechanisms, the idea of causes, had risen to the

position of being the quintessence of all scientific truth. With Herbert Spencer the State became

a utilitarian instrument for the bourgeoisie, the manmade contrivance for the enforcement of

economic contracts and for mutual protection, and economic man reaches his goal by the free play

of natural selection. Henceforth effort alone was no longer sufficient, the true realization was

confined to those selected by the process of natural selection. Only the fittest survive, the wealth

and power of the rich became proof of their selection, the poverty of the others proof that nature

found them unfit to join their betters.

For Darwin advancement was accidental – the survival of variations that happen to suit

their environment and were therefore perpetuated.  His idea of natural selection was to explain18

the process of organic evolution, but Spencer provided it with a selective element that gave the

new bourgeoisie the protection it wanted against interlopers from the lower strata of society. He

put the seal of legitimacy upon the position of the bourgeoisie vis-a-vis the working class by

suggesting that "the general law of organization is that difference of function entails differentiation

and division of the parts performing them". By denying the similarity of men and introducing

differentiation, he provided the bourgeoisie with the reactionary ideological justification to chase

away the last remaining progressive elements of the old morality. In his First Principles (1862)

he stated that "the deepest truths that can be reached are simply statements of the widest

uniformities in our experiences of the relations of matter, motion, and force."  In his Principles

of Sociology he extended this idea from biology to the human society. With this he provided the
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definition of evolution which implied a change from a state of "anarchic" social mobility to a state

of ordered heterogeneity within each separate class. 

The progress of the working class and the adoption of political democracy, particularly

after World War II, created a new situation. The fast growing affluence, and the provision of an

economic welfare safety net to protect the members of the technologically advanced societies, did

alas not engender a new morality but spread trite materialism. In the late ‘sixties and early

‘seventies the new affluence and the economic security which relieved the young from the fears

of earlier generations and provided them with the chance to create a more equitable social order

was soon subverted. As it happened, the social democratic consensus and compromise was

obscured by its very success. As Professor Judt correctly observed   “For the last thirty years,19

in much of the English-speaking world... when asking ourselves whether we support a proposal

or initiative, we have not asked, is it good or bad? Instead we inquire: Is it efficient? Is it

productive? Would it benefit gross domestic product? Will it contribute to growth? This

propensity to avoid moral considerations, to restrict ourselves to issues of profit and loss –

economic questions in the narrowest sense – is not an instinctive human condition. It is an

acquired taste.”  The majority of young people who by the end of the 1960s were calling for a

new agenda for society, and denouncing “false wants”, soon adhered to the other slogan “We

want it all, and we want it now!” A decade or two decades later many of the former students

leaders who had called for “a march through the institutions” held themselves key posts in those

institutions they previously had wished to get rid of. In other words, the trite materialism which

accompanied the post-war social and economic upswing deprived them of much of their

progressive elements. It is this failure of the working class to sustain its earlier progressive elan,

and not the fall of a political system which posed as socialist or communist, that really signifies

the victory of modern capitalism.  

Most dictionaries define evolution as “the gradual development of more complex

organisms from simpler ones.”  In this sense progress has certainly taken place since the rise of20
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capitalism, and it continued in science and technology even after it shed much of its socially

progressive drive. But not all increasing complexity needs to be an unmitigated blessing. As said,

there is always a plurality of interacting causes which affect evolution. In the nineteenth century

capitalism created much affluence for some and great depravation and suffering for many. But it

also engendered the accumulation and concentration of wealth without which the economic

miracle of our time could not have materialised. Positively it acknowledged the diversity of

individuals behind the unity of mankind and paved the way to the recognition of human rights and

facilitated the individualism that enabled entrepreneurs to engage in economic growth promoting

activities. But on the negative side it deprived urban workers of the limited security provided for

them by living on the land and the support formerly offered them by the extended family or village

communities in periods of draught or other calamites. It replaced the collective misery of harvest

failures and similar recurring catastrophes by the individualised afflictions of returning spells of

unemployment. It shook the old feudal hierarchies and replaced them by a system that allowed

people, at least some people, to claim their social positions on the basis of competitive ability. It

reduced arbitrary use of power and introduced a measure of equality under the rule of law. It

limited greed within some legal bounds without which no business transactions can be successfully

performed, and it sustained a measure of social stability which was only occasionally interrupted

by violent outbreaks of popular frustration. 

Yet, while in one part of western society the conception of individuality within the unity

of mankind evolved, and was gradually taking roots and confirmed by democracy, in an other part

a divisive collectivist ideology was gaining support. There Capitalism’s inability to overcome its

economic crises gave rise to a rampant nationalism. In Germany, Italy and Spain, as well as among

sections of the population in other countries, capitalism’s failure after the first World War to

provide the economic security and social recognition which individuals were hoping for, gave rise

to ideologies that offered reactionary surrogate solutions. With romantic authoritarian

revolutionary zeal Fascism encouraged nationalism, and Nazism extolled militarism and the myth

of the superiority of the Aryan race. It disparaged individuality by presenting it as subversive of

the nation’s historically designed mission declared supreme by the nation’s leader. By denigrating

individuals’ material desires in comparison to the nation’s great mystically ordained historical

mission, fascism simply circumvented the issues that in the 1930s plagued western society. With

arguments like that the satisfaction of material needs is legitimate with cows who spend their lives
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looking for food, while men are born to higher things, fascism diverted attention from the

economic sphere and gave people the feeling that they have a part in the attainment of a much

worthier great mission. Fascism in its various forms opposed rationalism, individualism and

liberalism, and was well on its way to destroy all the progressive achievements of western society

since the Renaissance. Coming so close to winning the war as Nazi Germany and its fascist allies

did, one cannot help wondering how safe the future of the progressive achievements really is. 

What the fascist historical episode shows is that while almost all scientists can agree that

the discovery of wider likenesses enlarges our conception of the unity of nature, and that this is

what determines progress, and that with the discovery of such likeness our perception shifts and

value judgements are altered, the rise of fascism indicates that in the social sphere value

judgements can also change when old divisive ideas are powerfully propagated. It is for this

reason that the definition of economic progress as the augmentation of the freedom of choice

requires the proviso that it only affords societies the opportunity to choose for a more humane

and egalitarian world in which likenesses rather than differences are emphasised. It is the

opportunity but not necessarily the choice. In other words, economic advancement alone does not

guaranty human progress. And this should be a warning to all those who, particularly in our era

of mass-communication and sophisticated advertising techniques, regard all kinds of  innovations

as evidence for the progress of  humanity.  As said before, not every surviving property in the

process of evolution must be advantageous, there is always a plurality of interacting causes and

there is always a plurality of consequences. But in the social sphere, we have, at least in theory,

the ability to avoid some of the undesired consequences.  
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3. 

The road back to feudalism.

One “accidental evolutionary by-product” in the current phase of industrial capitalism is what may

be termed neo-feudalism. Throughout the Middle Ages, for more than a millennium, people saw

the universe as a system of regularity – a hierarchy striving towards order. This regularity could

be observed but not explained; for its very unity was evidence of God's design which defies all

explanation.  This does not mean that people thought that there were no causes for the observed21

effects, indeed there were whole hierarchies of causes, but they all sprang from the First Cause,

the striving of the universe towards a purpose - God’s purpose. They were not explanatory

causes, answering the question why , as we use this word today, but answering the question what

for. They were the causes inherent in the notion that the world is rational and arrayed in a logical

hierarchical structure – a world in which people are born into their specific status in the social

hierarchy, without knowing, or ever being able to know, why, but in which they are persistently

admonished to know their place and behave accordingly. This was a world built upon authority

in which "prestige and social worth sprang less from the free disposal of property than from the

free disposal of human forces;"   a world where "superior" individuals granted protection and22

diverse material advantages that directly or indirectly assured a subsistence to dependents in

return for their pledge to render various services and a general obligation to aid. These relations

were not always freely assumed and they never ceased to contain a great number of constraints

and abuses. It was the world into which the decline of ancient Rome had introduced instability and

uncertainty, and men lost the habit of expecting protection from a too distant and emasculated

sovereign and transferred their obedience to closer rulers and developed with them new ties of

dependence. Custom remained a powerful guardian of tenants' rights and immunities, but only as
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long as too little material advantages could be gained from its violation.  23

However, since the 12th and 13th century, when real advantages began to be obtainable

from the eviction of tenants and alterations in the customary agreements of tenancy, the power

of custom gradually eroded. Slowly Capitalism replaced the vertical social and economic bonds

by horizontal links. Unlike the feudal vertical bonds the horizontal identification is related to class

stratification; and is based upon real contradictions of interest: workers unite in unions or parties

in order to protect their living standards and to gain a greater share of the fruits of production,

which separates them from employers and makes them increasingly dependent upon other

workers, in other working places and even in other towns or countries. Similarly, self-employed

people are drawn together in a bond of solidarity to resist pressures of big-business from "above"

and labour from "below". Employers follow the same trend. When profitability dictates it, they

will react in unison and not hesitate to shift their investments from one place or country to another

with little concern for the workers who are left behind.  This trend towards horizontal social24

coherence does not necessarily exclude other non-horizontal forms of adhesion; after all both

workers and employers can suffer adversity from a general economic depression, and all classes

of society may support the local football team. But the main characteristics of social alignment

clearly distinguish medieval and pre-industrial from classical capitalist industrial societies.

Medieval social coherence was vertical, based upon personal congruities of interests. A powerful

master or landlord was better able to protect his tenants than a weak one, and an affluent tenant

was better able to contribute to his master's power to protect him than a poor tenant. Capitalist

horizontal coherence was and is on the whole based on class solidarity– on workers’ common

interest to obtain good wages and work conditions and is therefore in conflict with employers who

are unable or unwilling to grant them.

Most significant for the relative sublimation of the horizontal contradictions in medieval

society was the degree to which this society was subjected to uncontrollable forces of nature that

affected all people alike. In later more advanced societies agricultural surpluses can be stored for

future use and to forestall eventual emergencies. And altogether, many production processes are

almost or even entirely independent of the vagaries of weather. Adversity in industrialised
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societies is therefore far less the result of forces beyond human control than in pre-industrial

societies and more ascribable to human mismanagement of the economy. The fate of the medieval

husbandman, save for the occasional transgressions of rapacious landlords, was always in the

hands of nature. God alone was seen to have the power to determine whether man should suffer

dearth or enjoy abundance, and when He did so the results were felt by the high and mighty and

the low and weak alike. Not so in industrial society; for when man was separated from the land,

not nature, or God, but other men, those who controlled the new means of production, became

the arbiters of fate. When they, the controllers of the new means of production, misjudged the

market for their products and for fear of losses decided to restrict production, it was they who

were held to be the immediate cause for the misery of the unemployed. The deeds of men, not the

will of God, became the visible sources of the newfangled miseries. Gone was the "harmony" that

held together the feudal hierarchy by ties of mutual advantages.

What lasted into the capitalist era when the realistic opportunity for material advancement

arose was the reverence for law and custom (though sometimes better observed by transgression

than compliance). This kept utilitarian notions within limits consistent with rational economic

behavior. It tempered the "love of gain" with a sufficient measure of "ancient virtues" to delay the

coming of the newfangled egoism and prevented the rising bourgeoisie from "killing the geese that

were to lay the golden eggs". It imposed a measure of legality, rationality, even a degree of

humanity, upon the quest for riches, so that it confined rapacity and exploitation within legal

boundaries in which ingenuity rather than brute force became a source of wealth. In other words,

Faith continued for a very long time to be a department of life with boundaries which it was

extravagant to overstep.   Self-love was circumscribed by social conventions and by the notion25

that one can never be sure whether or not there is retribution for injustice in a life hereafter. Thus,

the mores, the need for social approbation, and religion, was what kept capitalism for a long time

from degenerating into self-destructive rapacity. But gradually these restraining forces began to

wane, and toward the end of the twentieth century their influence receded to a level that may well

put in doubt the future of the west’s positive achievements.   

The growing affluence in the first decades of the post Word War II, era provided
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employers and the middle class with enough financial reserves to be less fearful of the worst

consequences of business failure, while workers felt that they were sufficiently protected by

Labour Unions, social legislation, and their power at the ballot box, not to be inordinately

concerned about their future. Before long capitalism’s competitive “dual mechanism" which has

been the driving force behind the economic growth began to weaken; greed was taking the place

of fear and complicity the place of solidarity. But greed unlike fear, became a different kind of

fuel, when the ownership of means of production became divorced from their management it

affected the economic mechanisms in another way.

The old Free Market system allowed individuals to find their places in society on the basis

of competitive ability. At least in theory this meant that the most able rise to the top and may

therefore be worthy of esteem. Consequently, unless most flagrant transgressions against the

ruling moral code were brought to public knowledge, success became a symbol of distinction –

of being good. This gradually shifted the emphasis in what is proper conduct away from an

internalized moral code toward an externally imposed set of legal rules. The various moral or

Biblical dictates, lost power. The "Thou shalt not" reduced to "Thou shalt not be caught".

At first sight this seems of little consequence for economic growth. Greed, well

circumscribed by legal constraints, may appear to be just as good a fuel to keep competition going

as fear did in the past. This is an illusion. The complexity of the modern economy, and the degree

of specialization with which it is associated, allows no part of the system to function in separation

from most others. Without the performance of all tasks with care and on time the system grinds

to a halt. But when the ownership of  important business conglomerates is separated from their

management, greed is less certain to keep the clockwork adequately functioning than fear. This

is so because there is no reason why the satisfaction of owners' "expectation of plenty" and

managers' personal aspirations must always fully coincide.

The old "Captains of Industry" were owner-managers. They operated with their own

money, or with borrowed funds for which they staked their good name. Their wealth determined

their position in the social hierarchy. It reflected what was taken to be evidence for their economic

sagacity. The new "Captains" of large enterprises are managers whose personal wealth and

attainment is less directly tied to their businesses profitability than that of the owner-managers.

Shareholders, the owners of the enterprises, are of course interested in profit, but they have only

indirect control over the businesses in which they hold their shares, and they compete in a quite
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different market from the managers'. More often than not managers' positions are determined by

their education (and the particular institution where they received it) and by their social contacts

and background. They may or may not have economic acumen, but this is not the most decisive

factor which determines their rewards. But their rewards, their salaries and perks, determine their

position in the social hierarchy. Business success will enhance their prestige and earning capacity,

but failure need not signal their ruin. Unlike the owner-managers, they can abandon a failing

enterprise and become directors in another. Such managers form a new stratum of society which

has more in common with a feudal estate than with a capitalist class. They exercise power over

people, but do not hold this power by wealth but by virtue of position. This vests status with a

new significance. Status becomes a source of  wealth and a rival to wealth in a competitive

scramble for distinction.  

Controlling large funds which are not their own, the members of this new elite are less

careful than their forebears to avoid unnecessary costs when this can strengthen their personal

prestige. Provided such expenditures can be correctly booked as business costs, and when possible

as tax-deductible, they will be incurred regardless of whether or not they are necessary for the

business. Wealth continues to bestow numerous advantages on those who own it, and company

profits remain an indispensable necessity, but the role of salaries and profits is reversed. Not

current business profits but the height of his personal remuneration reflects the manager's social

status. This means that the new utility-maximizing "captain of industry" is no longer Adam Smith's

business-profit-seeking entrepreneur who is willy-nilly promoting efficiency, but an individual who

constantly weighs his own against the enterprise's best advantage.

In the 1950s and 1960s a large proportion of this top management was recruited on the

basis of the candidates' prior scientific, technological, or otherwise professional capability. This

was the Galbraithian technostructure. The more recent managerial oligarchy in most countries has

risen from the ranks, inherited its positions, or received its education in schools of management

which provide useful social contacts. Unlike the Galbraithian members of the technostructure the

new managers, with exception of those who rose from the ranks, can seldom show prior evidence

of competence in any sphere, not to mention professional capability. But once holding managerial

position their true ability can hardly be assessed because the test of business perspicacity is in its

practical application where success or failure depends on a great variety of circumstances from

which the role of management can seldom be disentangled. Naturally, even today there are some
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very competent managers, but unlike the owner-managers of the past, the least competent are less

likely to be weeded out by business competition. 

The "Feudalisation" of the modern economic system does not affect top management

alone. It penetrates the entire structure of most large scale corporations in both the public and the

private sectors. As the vertical and horizontal integration of businesses progresses and more and

more firms amalgamate to achieve greater economies of scale and market control, their

management becomes increasingly bureaucratized and hierarchical. Top managers delegate tasks

and responsibilities to sub-managers, to heads of branches, departments and sections. Each of

these strata is assigned its own responsibilities and status. Beside its appropriate wage or salary,

the holder of each rank is also given its specific privileges – expense accounts, official or business

vehicles, housing allowances, bonuses, etc. The higher the rank the greater the perks. This is a

natural concomitant of the growing size of corporations. But the newfangled type of competition,

the scramble for position and status, introduces an economically debilitating element. With

personal status the object of attainment each head of department or section becomes more

interested in his own part of the organization than in the achievements of the business as a whole.

This comes to light, for example, in the constant squabble between the heads of sales departments

and the heads of research divisions in large enterprises, and in bank employees irresponsible

extension of loans such as toxic mortgages to obtain bonuses. Within each department or section,

the worth of an employee is more often measured by his contribution to the activities of his

particular department than by his value to the profitability of the organisation as a whole.

Sometimes it is not even the employee's actual efficacy which determines his employment and

position but the impression that his particular section is functioning without a hitch. In this way

promotion becomes less a reward for good performance and initiative, and more for acquiescence,

obedience, and personal relations between inferior and superior members of the organization.

Criticism which does not suit the personal interests of the direct superiors upon whom an

employee’s personal advancement depends is muted. Step by step not capability but the quasi-

feudal nexus, "who one knows and who one serves",  becomes the overriding factor for personal

advancement. In this way a new feudal vertical relationship is forged by which the whole hierarchy

is held together. The lower ranks protect the higher since their positions depend upon their

superiors' standing, the higher ranks protect the ones below, since by holding higher responsibility

any mistakes made by their inferiors come eventually to rest on their own doorstep. As each
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member of the hierarchy seems to have little personally to gain from questioning the value and

efficiency of his organization, but good reason to fear jeopardizing his chances for promotion by

it, and as all members of the organization will be adversely affected by outside criticism, little is

left to stimulate commitment and efficiency.  

The proviso ‘seems’, is necessary in front of the assertion that members of the hierarchy

have little personally to gain by questioning the efficiency of their organisation. The reason for this

is that it only reflects their immediate feelings and not the long term risk of unemployment due

to their work-places falling prey to more efficient competitors or to a general depression. This

feeling is due to a widespread erroneous trust in an inherent self correcting mechanism in the

market system. The idea of the self-correcting mechanism was first formulated by Adam Smith

in the second half of the eighteenth century. Adam Smith observed that a kind of invisible hand

is regulating the essentially unstable markets. He saw that rising prices indicate a shortage and

falling prices an oversupply of goods and services, and that this encourages or discourages profit

seeking producers to determine their desired output. In this he saw a kind of the Lord’s

“intelligent design”, or what we today would probably liken to a kind of immune system

developing antibodies when we are attacked by a virus. But this self-correcting mechanism does

neither solve the short term problem of workers unemployment when a business fails because it

is less efficient than its competitors, nor does it solve the long-term unemployment problem in a

general depression. But these were the problems addressed by Keynesian economics and the

Welfare State , namely the efforts to mitigate labour’s fear of unemployment, which threaten the

new managerial elite’s social hegemony and which precipitated the reactionary onslaught in the

late 1970s. Perhaps intuitively the “new class” recognised that without the fear of unemployment

it could not sustain its newly acquired position, and noticing the inability or unwillingness of the

democratically elected leaderships to tackle seriously the abuses of the welfare system, and finding

the public unprepared to take an active stand to protect the achievements of the welfare state, it

began to revive the pre-war economic ideologies. In short, notwithstanding the formally

democratic systems of government, there developed since late in the last century a tendency in the

western world which may well take us back to a mixture of some social features which resemble

those of medieval feudalism and to economic conditions resembling those of pre-world war II,

capitalism.

It is perhaps also noteworthy that the hierarchical tendency also affects education. Few
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workers' children, as distinct from the children of professionals and administrators, have found

their way into higher education, and this in spite of many genuine efforts by various progressive

governments to change this situation. Those working class children who did receive higher

education usually preferred purely technical studies, and consequently, with few exceptions, were

excluded from the managerial strata. They remained qualified workers and thus added a hereditary

element to the new hierarchical stratification. The son or daughter of a manager usually went for

an education that suited a member of the managerial or a high government employee; the son of

a professional family or of a middle level administrator went for a similar level of education, but

missing the connections that can place him or her at the top of the scale, they usually became

teachers or lower members of the hierarchy; and workers' sons and daughters received their elders'

status. A similar process also separates the receivers of state assistance. Workers could obtain far

less advantages from tax deductions and government subsidies than members of the better

remunerated strata of society. For illustration, workers with low incomes and most in need of

mortgages for buying a home,  which in the Netherlands are partly tax deductible, found it more

difficult than people with higher incomes to obtain a mortgage. Altogether then, the mounting

share of the state in the economy, and the decline of manager-owner capitalism, and its

replacement by the new type of monster enterprises, and the great increase in affluence and social

security without greater social justice, that often unintentionally accompanies these changes,

ushered in the new type of social-economic feudalism.

The position of the scientific and technological researchers in the large enterprises, and

in research institutes and universities, is somewhat different from that of other employees.

Scientists are motivated by curiosity and peer appreciation. They are usually less keen than

administrators to obtain the kind of status which comes from power and control of people. Often

their successes and failures are immediately visible and can be tested by experiments. Their status

is linked to their achievements. Therefore, unlike administrators whose status is determined by

their level of remuneration, scientists' and technologists' remuneration only reflects their status

which is in fact determined by their and their assistants' genuine achievements. It is thanks to this

that economic growth continues even in spite of managerial inefficiency and economic recessions.

But in the light of the lately increasing cuts in research and development budgets one may wonder

for how long it will continue.
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The recent problem is that a great number of scientists and technologists are employed by

commercial enterprises to sustain and increase their profits. This means that their research agendas

are set by considerations which need not be led by what is most required for the public good. A

research department may be told to find a more attractive colour for a toothpaste while in the

public interest the researchers may  be better employed searching for a medicine against river

blindness. Only that the business by which the researchers are employed finds it more profitable

to produce a different coloured toothpaste than a cure for this disease. This results in a waste of

talents. Unfortunately this type of selection of research programs is spreading over to universities

and other public institutions. Increasingly in universities scientific results are evaluated by their

“impact” (meaning their contribution to business enterprises) rather than their wider scientific

value. In this way, perhaps unintentionally, public money is spent to subsidise private enterprises

of which at least a part is not making a meaningful contribution to the welfare of society to which

science and technology have impressively contributed in the past. 

For several decades, well into this century, science played a major role in the promotion

of economic growth and welfare. This gave scientists a special position in society. Many people

romanticized their work and regarded scientists as true servants of human progress and truth. At

the same time the scientists themselves developed a sub-culture of their own in the midst of an

otherwise profit-dominated social environment. They found their ideal in the advancement of

knowledge and put this before the pursuit of material advantage. Not that there was a lack of

people in the scientific community who were keen on money, but these did not determine either

the principles of scientific practice or the public image of the scientist. Many students of medicine,

engineering and the natural sciences, as well as of economics and sociology, chose their studies

out of strong social commitment. Even those studying just to obtain a well-remunerated job with

social status, or because their parents just wanted them to go to universities, seldom entirely

escaped the influence of the sub-culture's value system. But in recent years this is no longer as it

has been. Slowly the scientific community is losing its soul; it is becoming part of the commercial

enterprise. Consequently, apart from some exceptions, scientists forfeited their public esteem.

Together with the spreading of the new feudal structure, this makes scientists less and less able

to produce new ideas and find financial backing for testing their application. But just as the loss

of confidence in a businessman's world is not merely a moral decline but a real threat to the proper

functioning of capitalism, so is the loss of the traditional scientific spirit – the search for an
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understanding how the world functions – a real hazard for the proper functioning of the new

market economy. New ideas is precisely what western industry requires to keep ahead of its new

Asian industrial competitors, and what western society needs to sustain a humane face.

In fact scientists still register great achievements, particularly where science has a high

degree of technological applicability, but they lost control over the direction of their work. They

push back the frontiers of ignorance but leave the decision which frontiers to push back in the

hands of industrialists and bureaucrats, and thus relinquish their moral obligation to society. This

nowadays practically almost unavoidable submission to the material interests of industry and

professional administrators, not only causes the public's recent flight from science and reason and

resort to all kinds of metaphysical beliefs, such as for example to "alternative medicine", but

depreciates the role and social status of science to the point that many gifted young people prefer

to become business managers rather than scientists. All this does not appear to indicate the “end

of history” but the end of the period of enlightenment and a return to the dark ages. That this is

no idle pessimistic fear can be shown by the fact that something like it happened before. In the 9th

and 10  century, after the Arab scholars discovered and translated the Greek classics their cultureth

flourished, but when the political power in the Arab empires fell under the influence of the

religious Islamic leadership the Arab’s contribution to science practically disappeared.  26
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4.

The forces undermining the market mechanism. 

Another factor increasingly undermining the proper functioning of the market economy is

corruption. Again, the problem is not new, but in the last decades it has taken on a new

significance. Apart from its ethical aspects it has serious economic implications. It is threatening

one of the most important pillars of the capitalist economic system, namely confidence. Already

several decades ago the then chief of Gulf Oil told an interviewer that there was no absolute

universal ethics. That morals, habits, values and principles were different everywhere, and that

businessmen must adjust themselves to this, and that all else was nonsense. What he neglected to

say, or had not thought of, was that when businessmen became accustomed to the morals, habits,

values and principles in other places they will eventually took them home to their own part of the

world. In this way the traditional conception of honesty in the western world gradually received

a new meaning. From a moral term made meaningful, mainly introspectively by a specific culture

pattern, it was turning into a term taking its meaning from the wording of Positive Law. Where and

when this happened it divorced honesty from its traditional ethical context and turned it into a kind

of cost-benefit calculation. Without going here into the wider question whether or not Capitalism

as such has always been unethical in terms of non-Capitalist moral standards, it is of course true

that some old-style capitalists were also corrupt even within the meaning they themselves gave to

the concept honesty; but when they transgressed against the unwritten ethical rules of their society

they were aware of it, and did their utmost to hide it from their peers, and when they were found

out it usually meant their social disgrace and often also their economic ruin. 

The need to play by both the written and the unwritten rules was essential to the capitalist

system, because without confidence the whole system could not function. "My word is my bond"

was the slogan of the Stock-Exchange; "the Bank of England Promises..." was the statement

printed on the old British currency and made it acceptable as a medium of exchange. In short

confidence, as any first year student of economics knows, is the very essence of capitalist economic

relations. It is this confidence which is eroded by the new managerial class of managers and

bankers, as we have recently been painfully made aware. What is offered instead seems to be the

rule of laws. But behind this also lurks a risk. It may lead to a world like the one Huxley has so
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vividly described in his Brave New World. 

The mechanism which transforms traditional ethical conceptions and makes them lose their

hold on society can be illustrated by the spreading practice of giving and receiving bribes. Once

more, the practice is not new but its recognition as a legitimate part of business, at least where

transactions with or in Third World countries are concerned, is new. In the 1970s already bribes

paid abroad were deductible from taxes in Germany, in Japan, in France and in Italy, and practically

in all the industrial countries. However, unlike the French enterprises, the German enterprises had

to show proof for their "NA's" (not available) and had to convince the tax authorities that they

really spent the money they wanted to deduct on bribery.   27

In the past no respectable capitalist would have publicly admitted having given or having

received a bribe. This is no longer so. Three decades ago when the United States agency Business

International questioned the managers of fifty-five multinationals about their experiences with

bribery, the agency was told that with the exception of the People's Republic of China (as it then

was) the practice of bribery is universal. In some countries like Kuwait, Saudi-Arabia, Indonesia

and several Latin American regions it was said to be indispensable, but that it was also common

in western Europe and in what then still were the Socialist countries. In some countries, so the

inquiry showed, there were firms specializing in the sale of forged bills and receipts to assist the

multinationals and other large companies in this practice.  In the mid-nineteen seventies a member28

of the Dutch Upper House already said that under certain circumstances bribery is unavoidable.

"No business manager, no high state official, can avoid doing wrong in the service of his interests...

no outsider should arrogate to pass judgement."  When a study group on this subject was29

organized by the United Nations Social and Economic Council (ECOSOC), and the American

delegation suggested that all payments to persons involved in the arrangement of contracts should

be made public to avoid corrupt practices, the suggestion encountered the strongest opposition.

The West Germans claimed that too many "sensitive" things would come to light, and the Swiss

claimed that it was unacceptable because under Swiss criminal law it was an offence to inquire into
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private business transactions, especially when foreigners were involved.  That in business sharp30

practices are not uncommon, said  Roderick Maltman Hills, the Chairman of the American Stock

Exchange Commission, was well known, but what has been discovered lately (1970s) must really

shock the American public. "We must ask ourselves if American business can continue enjoying

the liberties it does". At about the same time, A. A. Sommer, then also a top man in the Stock

Exchange Commission, feared that if the public becomes convinced that the corporations cannot

be trusted abroad, it will say: "If they bribe foreigners they are probably doing the same in the

United States".    31

Dubious relations between business and government are old hat, but their magnitude had

by the mid nineteen seventies increased so much that it could no longer be ignored. This can be

illustrated by the number of outstanding examples reported since 1975 in the New York Times, the

Christian Science Monitor, and in the Wall Street Journal.  Bribes were given by firms to32

government officials and from government officials to businesses. In the USA a Korean

businessman was promised immunity from jurisdiction if he agreed to give evidence against the

allegedly corrupt members of the U.S. Congress.  British Defence Ministry officials received33

hundreds of thousands of pounds in bribes for "arranging" the purchase of certain radar systems.34

Swedish politicians, top-civil-servants, and labour union officials received for their families and

themselves free flights with the Scandinavian air line S.A.S.    British Leyland,  admitted that its35 36
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practices were "perhaps unethical but not illegal, because bribing foreigners is quite acceptable in

British law”.   All in all, the evidence for the spreading of corruption is so overbearing that it is37

simply impossible to ignore it.

Perhaps the most damaging results from the relaxed attitude to corruption were related to

the massive transfer of funds from Europe and America to the Third World. Under the heading

Foreign Aid to help less developed countries, large amounts of money were spent to bribe greedy

corrupt leaders in the former colonies to prevent them from siding with the Soviet Union in the

Cold War. Most of this money was spent by the recipients on luxury items and arms or was

whisked off  into their European and American private bank accounts. Receiving “unearned” funds

not only created an economically debilitating climate in the Third World, but kept in power

despotic rulers who were from time to time replaced in military coups by other leaders of the same

ilk. This, Foreign Aid, became another source or type of corruption which was alas greatly helped

by the manner in which the United Nations agencies distributed it. The majority of people in the

donor countries did not really distinguish between the important and necessary emergency help and

the institutionalised politically determined foreign aid.  The point is that one cannot give money38

to corrupt leaders abroad without people in the USA and Europe also being contaminated.   

In summary. One reason for the spreading of corruption in the western world is the

increasing business contact with countries where the giving and receiving of "gifts" is part of an

accepted way of life. Another, reason is that much of the business with such countries goes via state

officials who do not deal with their own but with public funds, and that much of the business in such

countries is done with "unearned" funds, i.e. with Foreign Aid and long-term loans. While the first

reason (the disbursement of funds which are not theirs) created the necessary climate, the second

(the spending of “unearned”money) provided the stratum of society which has the opportunity to

benefit from such practices without much financial and personal risk, because it is provided with

funds which can be appropriated without causing an immediate visible loss to the people who are

cheated. Individuals in the rich donor countries – the American or European tax-payers, have no

direct control over, and true knowledge of, the manner in which the funds are utilized abroad
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because they do not expect a calculable return on their expenditure, and the assumed beneficiaries

in the poor countries have little directly noticeable loss from the malpractices, for they cannot feel

deprived of something they never had. As it is "unearned" money that is stolen, the sensation of loss

is not sufficiently concrete to elicit real resistance. Was it just the fear that malpractices "learned"

abroad might occasionally also be attempted at home, where conditions are less favorable for their

spreading than in the poorer countries, Capitalism might well be able to live with them. After all,

corrupt practices had tempted businessmen abroad, particularly in the colonies, for centuries

without posing a real threat to the capitalist system in the colonising countries. But what has

become different is that conditions in the developed countries have changed.

All this only partially explains the mental climate which facilitated the moral deterioration

in a large part of the western business community. However the main cause is the opportunity which

the separation of the ownership from the control of economic resources provides for the

proliferation of malpractices. In earlier times it was not the social disapprobation alone which

restrained corruption, but there were material considerations which restricted it. These have

gradually eroded under the influence of the changes which accompanied the rise of managerial

capitalism. In the past the people who purchased large quantities of input for their business were

owner-capitalists, i.e. people who were directly interested in gaining the best possible bargain. The

money they spent was at least in part their own money. With the rise of the large corporations

where the owners have only indirect control over expenditures, and with the growth of the state and

not-for-profit sectors where the public has only a "book-keeping" control over expenditure but no

real supervision, the situation is different. Too many people control the use of other people's money

and they therefore have a greater opportunity than the former “Captains of Industry” to be corrupt.

In addition to this, the great secrecy in which some of the expenditure on public goods, such as

military equipment, space technology, energy and research, etc. is shrouded,  provides almost

optimal conditions for financial irregularities. The funds used for these purposes are from the point

of view of those who disburse them “unearned”, and their utilization cannot be subjected to the

price-mechanistic tests of strict cost-benefit analyses. Only the input can be measured, not the

output. The opportunities for theft, mal-administration, and inefficiency are obvious. Few firms

"experienced" in bribing officials in the Third World will be able to resist for long the temptation

to bribe officials at home who are in a position to accept and give favours. It is for this reason, i.e.
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because of the erosion of the inbuilt protecting mechanism of manager-owners’

self-interest-dominated capitalism, that even part of the establishment feels threatened by the

spreading of corruption. The recognition of this threat has recently given rise to suggestions to

introduce legislation to contain the spreading of corrupt business practices. Yet, as the proposed

legislation can only attack the symptoms of the disease not the disease itself, for this would require

thoroughgoing changes in the entire Free Market ideology and in the established political order with

far reaching effects upon the social and economic power structure, there seems little chance to get

results.

What is still holding back the even deeper decline of business standards is the tenacity of

traditions and the survival of small enterprises which are less able than large multinational

corporations to disguise illicit operations abroad and to "buy" government officials in charge of the

allocation of subsidies and similar advantages. These businesses’ economic viability is directly

threatened by the new system, and they can therefore simply not avoid resisting it. Yet, being hard

pressed by their workers to pay wages equal to those paid in the large firms, and obliged by the

state to make considerable contributions to the social security schemes, which the large

multinationals due to their often almost monopolistic market position find much easier to bear, their

resistance is misdirected. Instead of pressing for greater supervision they embraced the Thatcher-

Reagan attack on the ideological underpinnings of the Welfare State. Forgetting the advantages

enjoyed under the welfare system, and with eyes firmly fixed on its cost in taxes and other

government imposed payments, this section of the middle class is practically hypnotised by a cult

of privatisation. It is deluded to believe that privatisation reduces costs. In their delusion the owners

of small enterprises are more interested in tax cuts than in fighting the entire system’s corrupting

influence. Consequently their resistance to the newfangled business climate is weak. They do not

see that in fact privatisation of publically owned assets only brings in a one time income to the state

when they are sold to private operators, but later usually engender additional costs to the tax-payers

because no private business will purchase a loss-making asset without a state guarantee to cover

its future losses. And as the assets which the governments wish to privatise are precisely those they

want to get rid of because they make loses, it is easy to see why the guarantees will be called upon

and will not do much to make the operations more efficient and less costly to the public. In short,

while most proprietors of small enterprises may not, or not yet, be contaminated by the corrupting

culture, their fixation on taxes etc., and hence their myopic support for privatisation, prevents them
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from taking the necessary political action to stop the drift toward the moral and economic quagmire

into which the new type of capitalism is leading.

Unlike the depression of the 1930s, which affected the lives and hopes of millions of people

from almost all classes, the recession in the 1980s and the depression since 2008 had and has a

discriminatory effect. The incomes of the employed did not diminish so drastically as they did in the

1930s, but separated the reasonably well remunerated employed people from the unemployed. Since

the 1980s the revival of the pre-Keynesian policies led to the creation of ghettos and urban "no go"

areas. Though in western Europe this disintegration of society was initially delayed by the only

gradually breaking up of the social security system of the Welfare State. Ideas like the New Deal

lost their attraction for politicians because they no longer secured politicians an electoral majority.

To obtain power in a democracy one must win elections and this places even principled politicians

in a dilemma. They have to make compromises and sometimes they feel that they cannot take their

electorate into their confidence and therefore dress up their decisions in what seem to be plausible

arguments. Less ideologically committed politicians simply place their trust in rhetoric rather than

in truth. The result is that people lose confidence in politics as an instrument of change. Worst is

that major parties lull the large middle class into false confidence and do not alert it to its impending

fate.

For a long time this middle class, which nowadays comprises the great majority of all the

gainfully employed, was almost the main beneficiary of the Welfare State. Even those able to pay

for it themselves enjoyed government-assisted housing, free health care and education, and many

other material advantages, and when necessary even unemployment pay. Consequently, logically

the middle class should have been expected to protect society from a return to the pre-war misery.

But logic is one thing and expected short-term tax-cuts is another. Against this background social-

democratic politicians trying to capture the middle-class vote ignored the risks involved in the

slicing off slices from the welfare state’s social arrangements, and used a whole array of plausible

half-truths borrowed from the right wing of the political spectrum to convince the public that

recessions and even the recent depression are only temporary mishaps and a kind of unavoidable

natural disasters. To be sure, it is a tall order to convince people hell-bent on reducing taxes that

with rising unemployment taxes must be raised unless one wants to accept that in the long-run the

west will become like the Third World, namely a society with a small group of affluent citizens and
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with a large majority of poor and destitute people. Few politicians will survive telling this to a

middle class electorate these days. 

There is nothing new in the observation that politicians can be unprincipled, make mistakes,

and corruptible; and it is a good sign that the press still finds corruption in high places newsworthy.

It indicates that decorum is not yet altogether dead.  What is however new and dangerous is that39

in the public's mind high office is increasingly becoming synonymous with corruption. The danger

from this is that distrust in politicians is leading to distrust in politics, and hence to disbelief in the

possibility of obtaining desired ends by means of the ballot-box. An additional problem is that

people forget that economic policy, and not only economic conditions, influences the conduct of

society, and that the conduct of society influences the economy. This means that to be successful

any attempt to revive progressive economic policies, such as updated Keynesian policies, must take

note of its possible effect on people's conduct. But a feasible success of providing economic security

without deliberate, powerful and costly measures to restrict corruption is an illusion. It is certainly

not enough to introduce half-heartedly some legislation to prevent it. To fight the abuses of the

economic security provided by the Welfare State by its abandonment, as the Thatcherites attempted

to do, can only end in social and economic disaster. What is required may well be no less than far

reaching changes in people’s way of thinking, but who can initiate such changes?  Those at the

political levers are hardly the ones to do so. With few exceptions they are kind of commuters

between big-business and Parliament. They leave their managerial positions in large commercial

enterprises to become government ministers and when not reelected they return to their former

positions. In short, they belong to the new feudal oligarchy and take their ideological convictions

with them when they enter politics, and have little desire for real changes. They come from a world

in which self-interest rules supreme and return to it when their political career ends. 

Unfortunately, the virtual monopoly of the establishment over the media of public

information contributes to the difficulty to introduce far reaching changes. There is nothing sinister

in this and there is no conspiracy to hide the truth, but there is the simple fact that the information

given to the public is usually selected by people who do not consider themselves experts in all the

fields of knowledge they report, and that they rely for their information on what they believe to be
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the best established sources. The very nature of their work allows them little time to analyse the

press releases and government communiques which they receive. Their task is to report the news,

and an official press release is news. In the Gulf war reporters were in fact prevented from obtaining

first-hand information, and had to rely on press releases, and this practice is not confined to matters

of defence alone. Since then the situation has somewhat changed due to the new information

technology which allows almost everybody with a mobile phone and access to the internet to convey

information. But this raises the problem of selecting what information can be trusted and this is

again a very time consuming and very tricky business. Moreover, often radio, television and press

reporters, do not know the true origins of the news they are reporting, and the measure of its

import on the public mind. For example, if they report information provided by an international

organisations such as the OECD, they may not even be aware that it is based on the material

supplied to this organization by member governments and therefore reflects no more than these

governments' official policy. (Or worse as the recent Greek’s public debt reports have shown). But

by broadcasting it as news from the OECD, or from another respected international organisation,

the media create the impression that they convey independent confirmation for the ruling point of

view. The public, learning of such reports, finds that it conforms with what their government is

saying, and concludes that what the experts have been telling them is right. The public stops

thinking. If the "experts" and everyone else agree that the world is flat, it must be true. Even the

Ministers and experts, who originally supplied the material upon which the international report is

based, forget the doubts they may initially have had, and feel that their views have been confirmed.

In this way the presentation of  alternatives to the "received" recipe for solving problems get

excluded.

Worse than that, the survival of the achievements of the Western World crucially depends

on education. Education, as distinct from training, is anathema to obedience and compliance, and

these are the attributes the new oligarchy requires to ensure its hegemony. Hence, the new oligarchy

has no obvious reason to support the free development of independent thought. The denial of funds

for the study of history and literature and thus for the widening of the concept of "humanity" denies

the wish for progress associated with modernity. If as earlier suggested the term human progress

means the extension of equal rights to an increasing number of people, then the declaration of non-

technological studies irrelevant is very dangerous, and so is the related postulation that truth is no

more than another “great story’, as several post-modern philosophers and political activists have
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recently been telling us. The point is that a society can live with a measure of corruption but it

cannot progress without the inexorable search for truth. Truth, or the search for truth, is essential

for the future of the entire scientific project. The original pragmatic definition of truth was that it

is what one can rely upon with confidence, and not mere tactics as this concept is understood today.

But the truth one can rely upon with confidence is indispensable. To be sure, some of these truths

occasionally require revision when new facts come to light or when they are reinterpreted from a

new perspective. But to deny facts or observations as mere ‘stories’ is harmful even if such denials

are done to serve a desired good purpose.  However tentative some truths may be, as long as one40

can act upon them with confidence, they remain valid. Only when they turn out not, or no longer,

to fit the observable facts or logical analysis they need to be abandoned or revised. This must be

emphasised because without a belief in verifiable facts, and without the search for truth, not only

business confidence and scientific advancement but the entire future of our welfare is in jeopardy.

As said already, after the war people tended to put their trust in the democratic system of

government. Parties and their leaders were committed to ideologies. The Socialists to change and

the Conservatives to making the existing system work properly. People were aware that in

government compromises needed to be made, but core principles must not be abandoned.

Unfortunately the Socialist’s progressive objectives were never fully attained, though in the course

of the last centuries western society was gradually coming closer to their achievement. But both

Socialists and Conservatives took it for granted that the hallmark of progress is the search for what

is common to mankind, and the hallmark of reaction is the stressing of differences, and that striving

for equality need not be antithetical to individuality. They all knew that modern science searches for

the unifying principles behind events, and makes the distinction between facts and values. It seemed

self-evident to most people in the democracies that equal rights provide the basis for the

opportunity to realise individual aims and desires.  The recent attempt, however, to regard pure self-

interest as a unifying principle behind all behaviour, as if it was a scientifically established fact, and

equating it in the political sphere to individualism, is not only wrong but dangerous. It turns success

into a kind of vindication of almost all means by which it is obtained, and, alas, this attitude is lately

more evident from day to day.

The last decades’ ideological stagnation, and the drive toward privatisation, presented as
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promoting individual freedom, is already revealing the reactionary character of the new-style

Capitalism. We see that those who can afford it remove their homes to regions where they are

separated from the rest of society, and we see them hiring private security guards to protect their

houses and their businesses. We see solidarity among workers transformed into a reduced and

passive membership of Trade Unions, and political engagement becoming a visit to the ballot-box

every few years to cast a vote against some party or politician whom one dislikes, rather than for

a party programme which holds a promise of real change. The poor and unemployed are written off

as "losers" and "free riders" who deserve no better than their lot, while post-modern philosophers

speak of a tolerant society where each individual can, or should be able, to do his or her "own

thing". What all this threatens to be lost are the humane elements in the western world’s common

cultural heritage, namely Judaism's principle of justice, Christianity's of compassion, and Socialism's

of solidarity. What remains in the end is a Democracy in name but not in deed, and an economic

system which is grinding to stagnation. 
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5.

The forces undermining democracy.

Reinhold Niebuhr [1892-1971] wrote that “Man’s capacity for justice makes democracy possible,

but man’s inclination to injustice makes democracy necessary”.  However, there are nowadays also41

sound economic reasons which make democracy necessary for sustaining high and rising standards

of living. For a long time economists believed that supply creates its own demand, and on the basis

of this apparently self-evident idea Jean-Baptiste Say denied that there could ever be a general glut

of commodities.   By itself the idea seems obviously logical. If someone spends money there must42

be someone else receiving money. Hence when someone invests in production he is creating

purchasing power. Perhaps this purchasing power is not spent on the goods or services he is

providing himself, but taking demand as a whole, the aggregate purchasing power is increased, and

hence, if prices and wages are flexible, aggregate spending will eventually move the economic

system toward full employment. Even in the 1930s A.C. Pigou still believed that with perfect

competition there is this tendency toward full employment. In other words, the idea that there can

be some partial temporary unemployment but no massive or general unemployment pervaded

economics and economic policies from the classical period until the Great Depression proved it

wrong. Only in the middle of the twentieth century, when J.M. Keynes criticized it, and particularly

its application to the capital market, it was finally revised.

What became clear was that the controllers of funds have the choice whether to invest or

to desists from investing, and that the decision to do one or the other depends on their expectations

of profit. The Great Depression showed that even if it were true that supply creates its own demand

the potential investors may decide not to invest when they fear prices may be plummeting.   F.D.

Roosevelt’s New Deal in America, and the Welfare State in Europe, ameliorated this situation by
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assigning to the state the role of independent investor once private enterprise is unable or unwilling

to invest, and by redistributing incomes so as to sustain demand at a sufficiently high level to induce

private owners and controllers of savings to invest.  The opponents to the assignment to the state43

the corrective role for stabilising the economic system, and for sustaining employment at an

acceptable level, usually did so claiming that state intervention is an infringement of civil liberties.44

They simply ignore, or do not care, that the assumed self-correcting mechanism does not function

as the classics believed it does, and that there must be another way to stabilise the economy if one

wishes to assure a socially acceptable level of employment. After all, the state is the only relatively

independent factor which can create the investment and the demand for goods and services when

private enterprise fails to do so.  

Even Edmund Burke admitted that abstract liberty, like other abstractions, is not to be

found, and one hardly needs to be a Marxist to agree that dire poverty restricts one’s liberty of

doing what one desires.  It is therefore puzzling with what ease reactionary leaders managed to45

convince a large proportion of western society that privatisation promotes individual freedom,

increases efficiency and reduces costs. In fact of course it does none of this. There was a popular

song in the 1970s which said: “Freedom means nothing left to lose”. But in real life the word

freedom is usually followed by the word “from”, like freedom from fear, freedom from persecution,

freedom from despotism, etc. So, what from is privatization freeing society? Is it freeing the

unemployed, the handicapped, the aged, from the fear of destitution? Is it freeing everyone from

injustice? Of course not. What people are told is that it reduces inefficiency and costs. They are told

that privatization means competition and competition increases efficiency and lowers the price of

goods and services. It sounds reasonable, but is this true with regard to the goods and services

which are earmarked for privatization? In the first place most of these are public services such as

the railroads, the post, the maintenance and construction of highways, health care, the army etc.,

are by their very nature engendering financial losses. As already said, what private enterprise would

wish to buy them without a prior commitment from the state to cover the eventual losses? But with
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such commitments why should they become more efficiently and less costly operated by private

operators than by the state, unless they are free to raise prices or reduce services? This means that

what privatisation achieves is either subsidising the private firms out of citizens taxes or allowing

the firms to raise user prices and let the public pay the “subsidies” directly. In fact experience has

shown that most privatised services have not improved efficiency and have not become cheaper. In

some cases even the maintenance of the equipment has been neglected to insure the privatised

company’s short term profitability.  The only clear gain from privatization accrues to the political46

parties in government. They gain a one time extra income from the sale of the asset and this helps

them, for a while, to pretend that they are able to cut taxes. The truth is that the services the

government is one way or another obliged to provide for the public are increasingly getting more

expensive whether they are provided by the state or privatized. The main reason why parties in

power wish to get rid of the public services is not to be held responsible for their efficient running

and for their inevitable rising cost. Politicians find it more popular to cut taxes than to raise them,

and to shift the blame for inadequate supervision on others than themselves. It is easier to promise

the public less taxes than to tell the electorate that taxes and other impositions will have to be

raised. Therefore to avoid becoming unpopular they resort to all kinds of stratagems. 

The main reason why government expenditure continues to increase is that most of this

expenditure goes to services and many services are less amenable to technological labour-saving

innovations than the production of goods. Labour cost can for example be reduced in automobile

production by the replacement of human labour by robots, but robots can hardly replace medical

staff or teachers. This is true for most services that require the simultaneous presence of the

provider and receiver of the service. The result of this is that while the real cost of motor vehicles

can be reduced the cost of medical care and education becomes relatively more expensive.

Sometimes, as is the case in medicine, innovation may even raise costs because of the introduction

of more advanced very costly newly developed equipment. Moreover, the more complex the

modern economy becomes the more infra-structural investments it requires. In total it makes little

difference when a new communications system is introduced or new roads are built and have to be

maintained, whether it is done by the state or by private contractors. The price has to be paid and

the public needs to pay it either indirectly by taxes or directly in the charges imposed by the private

companies which will of course add a margin of profit for themselves.  
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The public’s acceptance of the rush to privatisation simply reflects that a society accustomed

to assign social status to private ownership of property finds it difficult to appreciate the intangible

returns it receives from the state for its taxes and its other impositions. Such a society tends to

forget that even if all these needs were met by private enterprise the share of the national income

allocated to their satisfaction would still be high and rising. The aged and infirm would still have to

be housed and fed; teachers would still want to be paid; communication systems would still need

to be constructed and maintained, and epidemics and pollution would still have to be prevented. In

this respect the difference between a regulated and deregulated economy is inconsequential, but the

distribution of the burden is significantly different. Under a system of progressive taxation, the rich

are obliged to pay more than the poor to maintain the state-provisions, while they are the least

personally and directly dependent on them. This then, is the crux of the matter. The rich don’t like

to subsidise the "undeserving poor" but they are happy to make use of public roads and other

services..

Of course public expenditure can be reduced. The sick and the elderly can be obliged to be

cared for by their families. With no social insurance, many would have to live in with their children.

This would not only be inconvenient but it would also involve expenses. To care for an extra person

or for two persons or more living in the house does also involve extra costs. Only that these would

come out of individuals income and not out of the public purse. The same is true for the education

of children. One can send children to a private school or to a public school, but one way or another

the teachers will have to be paid for their work. One can hire private security firms to protect

oneself and one’s property, but one can also pay for a good state police. One can pay money into

a private pensions fund (trusting that it will survive when the banks fail or that it will not go

bankrupt for some other reason), or one can contribute to the state’s pensions fund. One can save

and invest savings in the hope that over time they will increase and not be lost in some future

recession, or one can rely on a state regulated social security system. Whatever one does, part of

ones disposable income will have to be spent on such services irrespective of whether one pays

private firms or the state. But there is a difference, and this difference is not only a matter of

solidarity, but part of the culture one lives in or wishes to live in, and of the need to sustain

economic and political stability.47

Perhaps people are mentally more inclined to pay for private security guards than for a
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public police force to protect all citizens; to pay for their own health care than for the general

public’s; for a good education for their children than for all children, but how can this myopic

egoism be defended in a democratic country? The common way this is done by those favouring

privatisation is stressing shortcomings and failings in the administration of public services and

leaving out that with more public spending these shortcomings could be greatly mitigated. For

example, they criticise the police for failing to control hooligans in poorer parts of towns without

telling the public that the real reason for it is the unwillingness to pay for sufficient policemen to

adequately solve the problem. Similarly they complain about long waiting lists and poor standards

of service in hospitals, and neglect mentioning that with more nurses and staff this problem could

certainly be alleviated. They complain about too much state regulation and bureaucratic

interference, but conveniently forget that often those complaining, like bankers for example, do

themselves the things which make state regulation unavoidable. They postulate that services

provided by the state are too costly and inefficient and, without real evidence, claim that when

privatised these services are cheaper and more efficient. Perhaps worst of all, they present these

delusions in an ideological dressing as if privatisation protects individual’s liberty against the

intolerant state. But in fact, except for those sufficiently rich to pay themselves for the public

services they require, only ministers and state secretaries who have good reasons to favour

privatisation because it frees them from the responsibility to run them efficiently, and the unpleasant

task of raising taxes when this becomes necessary.        

The point is that the economic structure of technologically advancing societies becomes

increasingly more complex and hence more costly. One way of dealing with this problem would be

to tell this to the public and take the political consequences and admitting that taxes must be upward

adjusted to meet the increasing costs. Another, and politically more rewarding way for politicians,

is to ignore the objective need to upward adjust taxation to sustain the increasingly complex

economic system, and reduce taxes by slicing off part of the share which is allocated from them to

things like health-care, education, unemployment pay, and other financial assistance to people in

need, trusting that the decline in active democratic engagement will continue to allow this process.

But to allow this process to continue must inevitably lead to far reaching changes in the cultural

basis of most modern industrial societies. It will engender a different ideology from the one which

was founded in the Jewish, Christian and humanitarian aspired (though not often observed)

fundamental principles, and which since the Renaissance eventually found its political expression
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in the western world in the democratic style of government. This different ideology was what

consciously or unconsciously leaders like Thatcher and Reagan and Van Agt were leading to. It

took almost three decades, until the economic debacle early in the twenty-first century awakened

the general public to sense what was happening to their societies.  48

All this does not preclude that amazing things were also achieved by non-democratic states,

but they missed that humane cultural social uplift which the western modern societies experienced,

and did not produce an industrial revolution. The ancient Egyptians built the pyramids and

constructed dams to regulate the waters of the Nile; the ancient Romans ruled a huge empire and

built the Colosseum and roads; more recently the Soviet Union built the great canal and sent rockets

to outer space, but none of these empires spread welfare among their citizens. The truth is that one

can force slaves or prisoners to construct impressive structures to please and enrich rulers and their

minions. For raising general welfare there must be a distributive mechanism or a conscious wish for

economic equity. The historically unique aspect of Capitalism was that it had such a mechanism, and

of Social Democracy that it added to it the political demand for promoting social and economic

equity.

What in the long-term the economic order which replaced the Feudalism of the Middle Ages

in Europe engendered was a sustained rise in the product of labour per unit of time; an increase in

the yield of produce per unit of land and materials; and the exploitation of previously unrecognised

resources and the utilisation of resources which for technological, economic, or other reasons had

until then remained unexploited. Reduced labour-time enabled society to satisfy customary wants

or to satisfy new wants. Increased yields from land and materials provided resources for sustaining

a growing population, and a combination of choices, such as increasing the wealth of a few or

spreading affluence to a greater number of people; or enjoying directly the fruits of the surplus

produce, or investing it in bigger future advantages. However, the last mentioned choice did not

depend on the availability of land and labour alone but also on capital and incentives. The instinct

for survival may well suffice to explain fruit gathering and hunting, but the creation of economic

capital is more complicated. Land and labour are "given", but Capital, the wealth used in the more

efficient production of further wealth, needs to be "created". Whether it takes the form of

mechanical equipment, of inputs in land amelioration or learning, it can only be obtained at the cost

of forgoing something else which holds direct satisfaction. Consequently the promotion of economic
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progress, requires not only the ability to produce an output which exceeds what is needed to sustain

its producers, but also foresight and incentives to save and invest. Persons who can produce no

more than the goods and services required to assure their immediate survival have as a rule neither

the time nor the ability to produce the means by which future wants can be more effectively

satisfied. They are trapped in the vicious circle of poverty. But even if the necessary surplus of

resources is available this alone is not enough. The incentive – the wish to utilise it for the

satisfaction of future wants, must also be present. No economic progress is likely to ensue when

people do not recognise the possibility of improving their future by refraining from consumption

and transforming their savings into productive investment; nor when they believe the eventual

advantages will be too small or remote to make their effort worthwhile, or that greedy masters will

take them away. Hence people will not save or invest unless they feel the need for improvements

and have confidence that at least a good part of their savings, and the expected fruits of their

investment, will remain in their control. It follows that given the level of available technology, the

parameters determining the limits within which an economy can grow are delineated by both the

ability to save, which depends upon the size of the difference between the volume of output

produced and the minimum of the output necessary for current consumption; and the people's wish

or propensity to save and invest, which depends on the cultural, social and political environment.

Consequently, next to technology, the ability to invest – determines the upper limit of potential

growth and the wish to invest and retain the eventual rewards determines its actual pace and path.

As even primitive societies normally support a number of people who do not directly

contribute to their material output, for example priests and kings; and as they often produce

surpluses which are lavishly consumed on festive occasions or stored in treasure hoards or expended

on the constructions of pyramids, pagodas and similar economically unproductive edifices, it may

not be unreasonable to assume that the lack of ability to invest cannot always be regarded as the

major cause of economic retardation. This assumption is borne out by the historical record of the

ancient civilizations of Mesopotamia, Egypt and Rome, which despite their impressive achievements

in construction, trade and manufacturing, did neither give birth to a mode of production capable of

increasing labour productivity sufficiently to engender a striking expansion of the total volume of

their social product nor to a general rise in living standards. But the exchange economy, when

workers were paid in exchange for their labour, eventually did.  

While each of the ancient civilizations produced a measure of advancement in the utilisation
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of land and other resources, and very considerable improvements in living standards for small

sections of their populations, they did not engender an appreciable rise in labour productivity. They

were obtained by skimming off the surplus produced by thousands of people and concentrating it

in the hands of few. The rulers of Mesopotamia achieved this by claiming a share of the harvest

along the Tigris and Euphrates, and the Pharaohs of Egypt by the exploitation of slave labour and

appropriating the surplus from the fertile Nile delta. Their riches rested upon power, i.e. on the

rulers' ability to force the cultivators of the land to hand over a good share of their produce, and

upon their ability to organise and administer the collection and transportation of this share and the

division of it between themselves and those whom they needed for these purposes. Except for wars

of conquest the enlargement of their fortunes hinged upon the measure to which they could prevent

floods and drought by controlling the steady flow of the rivers. And indeed, in this they showed

great initiative and ingenuity. To obtain labour they resorted to force. They imposed corvees on

peasants without too much loss to output, because labour requirements in agriculture are not evenly

distributed over all seasons, and they kept slaves to perform the tasks which required extra effort

or skills. To near perfection the system was brought in ancient Rome. By the end of the Republic

the high living standards of many Romans were sustained by the collection of surpluses from the

entire Mediterranean Empire and by the stream of slaves the wars provided. Only after the wars of

conquest ceased, when slave labour was no longer as cheaply available as before, Rome's prosperity

began to subside. It may therefore be said that neither the rulers of Mesopotamia nor of Egypt nor

of Rome were lacking the ability and the wish to invest, but the character of their investments were

determined by their specific political and cultural structure. Their powerful position enabled them

to obtain the goods and services they wanted without much economic ingenuity, and the ready

supply of slaves discouraged a search for important labour saving innovations. The rulers had simply

no reason to allocate such additional produce as did materialise for raising the living standard of the

majority of the population; and there was no inherent mechanism in the system to compel them to

do so. Their patterns of culture, which separated them and their dependents from all other strata

of society, hardly encouraged the distribution of wealth beyond what deemed necessary to maintain

their power base. This, in a nutshell explains why even nowadays in many regions outside the

western world the economies continue to be stagnant in spite of rich natural resources and foreign
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aid to provide the “savings” required for investment in real capital.49

It may therefore be concluded that the ability to save –  the availability of a surplus – is a

necessary but not a sufficient condition for economic progress. Incentives –  the wish to turn

savings into economically productive assets – are equally required. This observation does not deny

the well known identity of saving and investment. It does not suggest that there is an alternative to

the trite proposition that everything produced can only either be consumed or not consumed and

therefore saved (if goods wasted are also regarded as consumed). But it does suggest that in the

process of economic growth the catalytic effect of saving is not a foregone conclusion. It suggests

that the catalytic effect of saving only materialises under specific circumstances, namely in an

exchange economy when the urge to save and to invest is rewarded and the investors can hope to

enjoy their rewards

In a way Lenin's and Stalin's attempts to accelerate the pace of economic growth in the

Soviet Union by forced saving and state directed investment may be regarded as a logical attempt

to accelerate economic growth without the Capitalist mechanism. They believed that the Soviet

Union’s economic progress could be expedited by apportioning to the state the role of the

autonomous investor and by using the power of the state to impose a regime of forced saving to

provide the necessary resources for the investments in assets which produce economic growth. The

idea was that the state was to invest as large a share of the national income as was reasonable, and

under Stalin even more than was reasonable, to provide the productive capital assets necessary "to

overtake and outstrip the advanced countries economically"  As the only resources available for50

this purpose were the "internal resources created by the labour of the workers, peasants and

intellectuals," Lenin acknowledged that "certain sacrifices, difficulties and privations" had to be

expected, especially in the early stages of industrialisation. Under Stalin, the development of

large-scale industry, and primarily heavy industry, came to be regarded as the key to the

reorganisation of the entire national economy.  Industrial investment was to increase with the51
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progress of technology regardless of actual market demand. In the words of the textbook on the

fundamentals of Marxism-Leninism: "Industrialisation requires huge material and financial outlays...

The share of the national income previously devoted to the parasitic consumption of the exploiting

classes must therefore be used for socialist accumulation." The revenue from the state enterprises,

from foreign and domestic trade, and from banks must be used for industrialisation; and the

peasantry (released from paying mortgage debts and land rents) must provide the financial

assistance of the countryside for the industrial development. Stalin prescribed maximum taxation

and price-fixing, to obtain the difference between potential and actual savings and the extra surplus

from the economies of scale which were expected from the replacement of small agricultural units

by large-scale farming. Agriculture itself was to progress through the application of technologically

improved equipment and the lower prices of industrial products. It was taken for granted that

"accounting and control is the main thing required for arranging the smooth working, the correct

functioning, of the first phase of communist society."  What was ignored was that individuals’52

direct incentives to save and invest had no place in the scheme, and were replaced by promises for

a better future for all at some distant date. It is probably no exaggeration to say that while the

human sacrifices associated with Stalin's attempt to implement these policies were enormous, their

results in advancing the economy were far from satisfactory even when one takes into account the

immense devastation of the Soviet economic potential in the course of World War II.

The salient point is that one cannot ignore the immediate incentives of people to act in line

with what may logically be in their long-term advantage. The problem of incentives and distribution

cannot be avoided. In theory it seems simple enough for an undemocratic government to turn an

economic surplus into accelerated- growth-promoting industrial capital; in practice both the size of

the surplus and the efficiency of its utilisation depend on the measure of identity between the

short-term desires and expectations of millions of individuals and the long-term objectives of

planners. 

In the Soviet Union,  peasants and workers returning from the battlefields of World War I,

and the Civil War that followed, expected things to be better than they had been before. But with

the country's economy in utter chaos the government had little to offer except promises for a

brighter future if people further tightened their belts. The people expected to reap the fruit of their

revolution, and instead found their living standards sagging and the vague hope of plenty in a distant
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future was not good enough. They became alienated from the leadership when the state exacted by

force the surplus it required for industrialisation. Before long a huge bureaucratic apparatus

collected and administered the economic surplus and ruthlessly suppressed any real or imaginary

outbreaks of popular discontent. In time the farmers, (who provided the major share of the country's

output) and not only the farmers, lost confidence in the government's promise of the good things

to come. Fearful of being forced to surrender increasingly more of their produce to the state and

being left with less and less for their own use, many people learned to hide as much as they could

of their economic capacity.

The paradox of current wants and future perspectives did not only affect the size of the

"investment fund" – the ability to invest – but also obstructed the optimal utilization of the

"savings". The absence of a mechanism by which the contribution of individuals was rewarded, and

in the absence of Capitalism’s abject fear of unemployment, did little to promote a high level of

efficiency. A high degree of social supervision might have helped but social supervision requires

social consensus, but not a society in which a kind of "class" of state and party officials enjoys

privileges denied to the rest of the people, and where people feel better served by cultivating

personal contacts than by strenuous and diligent work. This, however, is the type of society toward

which in the west these days the new industrial Feudalism is leading. Replace ‘state and party

officials” with the newfangled “class” of managers, and the similarity between what is developing

in the western world these days and what was characteristic of the defunct Soviet system is fairly

obvious. 

Since the Renaissance economic advancement in the west was driven on the one hand by

individuals’ fear of unemployment and destitution, and on the other hand  by the hope, and often

the illusion, that initiative and hard work can make them or at least some of them wealthy. After

World War II, particularly in the European Welfare States, the fear of destitution abated.

Democracy and Trade Unions protected workers from the worst excesses of the Capitalist system

without taking away the opportunity of becoming affluent by personal ability and initiative. By the

end of the 20  century most people in the industrialised countries took their affluence for grantedth

and lost interest in the role Democracy plays in securing the social and economic achievements of

the past. In parliamentary elections their votes were more often given to politicians who performed

well on television rather than the economic ideology they stood for. Naturally there remained a hard
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core of traditional voters. These are people who always choose the same parties because they

consider themselves Liberals, Conservatives, Socialists, or Confessionals. But the frequently

decisive floating vote usually goes to parties or leaders who pinpoint some issue that is bothering

the public at the moment. For example, in the Netherlands presently a former Liberal centre-right

party member of parliament, Geert Wilders, is attracting a large part of the floating voters  by his

virulent rhetoric against the Islam and its influence on the way of life in Holland. The majority of

these people should actually be more worried about the abrogation of social security because they

belong to the stratum of society likely to be dependent on it. But hypnotised by Wilder’s one issue

campaign they simply ignore his stand on other issues. The problem he tackles does in fact bother

many people, and most large parties are trying to find more realistic and more reasonable solutions

for it, but his simplistic rhetoric will apparently get him so large a vote that the other parties may

not be able to ignore him. 

The point of all this is that since the last quarter of the twentieth century Parliamentary

Democracy in the western world does no longer focus on ideological differences about the character

of the good society but has become a kind of pragmatical struggle within the confines of what post-

war capitalism can accept and what will undermine its foundations. It is this loss of reformist

fervour which is sustaining only part of the distributive forces of the exchange economy, which

created an illusion of the end of history.

The truth is of course not that we have reached the end of history, but that the essential

problem of the Capitalist system, the problem of distribution has not been solved.  In the first

decades after World War II, the problem was dealt with by the democratic system of government

and by Trade Unions. Progressive taxation transferred a considerable share of wealth and of high

incomes to the less privileged, and the Unions raised worker’s wages and improved their working

conditions. But the reactionary onslaught in the 1980s marked the beginning of the end of this

solution to the distribution problem. Yet without sufficient demand to equate growing productivity

it is hard to see incentives to invest and sustain the required level of employment. Nor is it helped

by the lack of adequate supervision in the financial sector where following the debacle of 2008

banks no longer trusting each other and practically anyone stopped lending money even to

responsible customers to run their businesses. Some countries are trying to overcome the problem

of reduced domestic demand by stimulating exports. China and India are currently favoured

destinations for this trade, but how long can this continue when both these large countries are
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rapidly emulating the industrialisation of the USA and Europe?
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6. 

Distribution and the history of Capitalism.

Often the distribution problem was and is presented as a matter of social justice. This is morally

correct. But distribution has also a materialistic aspect. It is part of the economic mechanism which

determines the progress and stability of economic activity. Investment determines the level of

employment and hence the level of demand (this is what economists since Keynes call the multiplier,

which is the ratio of the change in income to the initial change in expenditure that brought it about).

But because the level of demand and changes in the level of expenditure influence investment, and

because potential investors normally only invest in the hope of finding consumers for their produce,

it is the change in demand that normally determines the level of investment (this is what economists

call the accelerator principle, which is the theory that the level of aggregate net investment depends

on the expected change in output and demand). In other words, given that the owners and

controllers of funds invest to gain a profit, a growing demand induces new investment just as

investment engenders demand. It is true that, for example, new inventions can also cause

autonomous investments, but normally it is the normal change in demand that  encourages or

discourages the rate of new investment. The fact that lately many governments in the highly

industrialised countries, such Japan for example, are asking consumers to desist from saving and

to spend more of their earnings on consumption shows how much this aspect of the economic

mechanism has by now become part of modern economic thought.

The importance of this observation is that it can explain what Gellner called our miraculous

escape from “the dreadful regime of kings and priests” which paved the road to the affluent society

we in the western world nowadays enjoy. It also explains why unless political action is taken all the

west’s achievements are at risk. The point is that with an increasing tendency toward monopoly,

and with the growing discrepancy of incomes, and with the weakening of Union power to adjust

wages in line with the rising technological capacity to produce goods, there remains only the state

to adjust demand to supply and to keep the economic system functioning with a measure of stability.

There were of course short periods in the history of many societies during which, in spite

of large differences in incomes and status, a wide constructive consensus prevailed. Such a period

was in Britain during World War II, and in several other European countries throughout the early
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period of post-war reconstruction. But then the consensus was either fuelled by an external threat

to the entire community or by the hope of imminent and palpable improvements. However, the

consensus invariably waned once the external threat was gone, or when people realised that after

all their personal dividend did not measure up to expectations. It therefore is reasonable to say that

in the pursuit of economic progress two kinds of rationality are in conflict: a concrete rationality

relating to individuals, and an abstract rationality relating to large aggregates. The fact that the fruits

of investment need not accrue to those who save, makes people who consume all they earn act no

less rationally than others who act upon the proposition that restricted consumption may in the

long-run be more beneficial to them because it provides the savings which can be turned into

economic growth-producing assets.  But this paradox, or inconsistency, cannot be resolved outside

its social and cultural context.

The free market system did in fact for a while resolve this paradox. The competitive element

in this system introduced a mechanism which simultaneously wielded the whip of fear of

unemployment - even starvation - over the heads of many, and at the same time raised the hope of

others that effort and ingenuity may in the fill of time be personally well rewarded. The free market

introduced the illusion of voluntary exchange; an exchange which, from time to time, enables not

only individuals but entire groups of people – for example craftsmen with special skills –  to raise

their living standards. The system did not work smoothly. Over the years its ups and downs took

a terrible toll of human misery. But in the long-run it produced results. It not only raised per capita

production to unprecedented heights but allowed a greater proportion of people than ever before

to benefit from the achievements. Accepting the idea that under Capitalism individuals constantly

pursue their own economic advantage as a "psychological datum" it may be said that Capitalism

introduced a system in which the allocation of resources and production took place on the basis of

prices generated by voluntary exchanges between producers, consumers, workers and owners of

factors of production. In other words, Capitalism set in motion a mechanism which distributed the

fruits of economic growth in a manner which allocated to all contributors a reasonable share. A

Markov chain, or other processes, caused the shares not to be equal but this was of secondary

importance. As long as everybody's situation was improving, the system's economic growth was

sustained. Leon Walras wanted to know if such a system would also provide social justice.  His53



that such a system actually exists. All he intended to do was "to formulate (invent?) an
economic system in conformity with an idea of social justice" [Chase, R.X.1979]. 

. It should be noted that since the 1970s there is a tendency with large-scale54

enterprises to concentrate on their core activities as a result of which monopolisation has
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idealised model suggests that voluntary exchange leads to equitable distribution. But, how long can

such a system survive before it falls prey to its own dynamic mechanism, that is before competition

eliminates itself? How soon will the freedom of exchange be reduced by some new form of coercion

and will Gellner’s "dreadful regime of kings and priests" be reinstated in the form of the rule of

bureaucrats and Captains of Monopoly?54

From the point of view of economic efficiency it is probably true that the closer an economic

system comes to perfect competition the more likely the problem of incentives - of the wish to work

conscientiously and to invest – approaches a solution. Similarly, the closer the system comes to

monopoly the more likely the problem of savings – of the ability to invest – will be solved by

accumulation and concentration of capital and by increasing economies of scale. However, both

"ideal images", the Walrasian model of perfect competition and the schoolbook model of monopoly,

have little realistic content. They are "timeless", static, while society is always undergoing change.

Therefore it is usually futile to rely for the solution of other than short-run microeconomic problems

on models which are oblivious of the long-run dynamic changes in societies' cultural, social and

political environment. The Nobel Prise laureate Jan Tinbergen used to tell his econometrics students,

to call plans which exceed four years “Indicative plans” to distinguish them from real plans.

Economists assume that at least in the sphere of production and exchange people act

rationally to maximise their utility. They ignore that what seems rational at one time to members of

one society may appear the summit of irrationality in another cultural environment. Thai peasants

are no less rational than European farmers if they "invest" their savings in the construction of new

pagodas rather than in procuring agricultural implements. They know that the gods determine the

weather and which plant will grow and which will not. Given this knowledge they would still be

acting rationally even if they had hothouses, a good supply of natural gas, and the capital and

technological competence of modern Dutch farmers. Their choice only becomes irrational if they

begin to separate what we call ceremonial from functional activities. As long as they remain
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convinced that both are equally important their choice remains rational. The same is of course true

for modern business managers and political leaders recruited from amidst their ranks. As long as they

cannot distinguish between price effects and income effects they cannot hope to walk the tightrope

between long-term mass-unemployment and inflation.  Similarly they cannot determine what55

constitutes rational behaviour and what does not with regard to the assumption of maximisation of

utility. Though seldom explicitly, most economists use the term utility as if it were synonymous with

economic advantage or profit. Non-material advantages are taken into account (for example, the

advantages of a pleasant location of a work-place is weighed against higher wages in a less

favourable environment) but on the whole the tendency is to assume that people offered the choice

will prefer higher to lower wages. Some other urges like the desire for power or acclaim are also

acknowledged but regarded subordinate to profit making. But essentially the pursuit of profit is taken

as a psychological "given" – as a psychological axiom of universal applicability. Yet Christians in the

Middle Ages often weighed the opportunity cost of worldly gains against what they believed to be

"the wages of sin" in the world hereafter. In their estimation of what constitutes utility, their

adherence to the "fair price", was no less compelling than "what the market will offer" is to the profit

maximisers in the capitalist free market system . In short, the concept of utility when given a narrow

interpretation has no relevance outside the stock- exchange, and when given a wider sense it is too

vague to serve a useful scientific purpose.  Whatever its interpretation, utility depends on56

individual's appraisal. This appraisal may vary with identical units of the good, and in different times

and situations. People who perform voluntary work for their communities; who take care of members

of their family; who may even be prepared to lay down their lives to uphold some ideas or to protect

comrades in battle, all reveal their preferences and feel that they are maximising their utility. Unless

they felt like this they wouldn't do any of these things. It follows that the statement that people are

always seeking to maximise their utility is true but hardly helpful. It can neither satisfy economists'
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scientific longing for quantification or elegance, nor serve as a reliable basis for prediction outside

a very narrowly circumscribed social and cultural environment. 

All this calls for a digression to explain how the unique social and cultural environment which

gave Capitalism its success came into being. Why were its liberal and progressive forces not

smothered by “kings and priests” as for example those of the early Hashemite’s in Spain. The

question is a counter factual question which historians like to avoid, and it was never convincingly

answered. To Max Weber the geographical coincidence between the regions in which Protestantism

was first spreading with the regions which first underwent the transformation toward Capitalism

suggested that Protestantism provided the necessary mental conditions for the rise of the new system.

But then, whence did Protestantism come from, and why weren’t the kings and priests able to

suppress it? Is it not possible that a slowly progressing economic transformation before the 16th

century provided Protestantism with its influence because it could ideologically legitimise the new

practices?  Even Max Weber himself insisted on "the fundamental importance of the economic

factor , and he did not claim a psychological determination of economic events. R.H. Tawney57

evaded giving a clear answer to these questions by restricting his narrative to the description of the

process of transformation without attempting to settle the problem of causality. He said that "when

the age of the Reformation begins, economics is still a branch of ethics, and ethics of theology;... the

appeal of theorists is to natural law, not to utility; the legitimacy of economic transactions is tried

by reference, less to the movements of the market, than to moral standards derived from the

traditional teachings of the Christian Church...". But he observed that by the time of the Restoration,

religion in England "has been converted from the keystone which holds together the social edifice

into one department within it, and the idea of a rule of right is replaced by economic expediency as

the arbiter of policy and the criterion of conduct." . For Marx and Engels the order of events leading58

to the rise of Capitalism seemed obviously economic, though toward the end of his life, Engels

somewhat reduced the impact of his former statements on this matter . In Marx's words: "The mode59

of production in material life determines the general character of the social, political and spiritual
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process of life. It is not the consciousness of men that determines their existence, but on the contrary,

it is their social existence which determines their consciousness... The sum total of relations of

production constitutes the economic structure of society – the real basis, on which rises a legal and

political superstructure and to which correspond definite forms of social consciousness" . But in the60

end the answer to the question whence the mechanism sprang from by which Capitalism succeeded

in creating modern society, and why it was not nibbed in the bud  remains elusive. However in the

light of the dangers lurking behind the recent social and economic tendencies, a discussion of the

origins and long lasting success of the post-Renaissance economic growth, cannot be ignored and

left unanswered.

A possible answer may be that by the last quarter of the 11th century, if not earlier, the

accretion of population in Europe was accompanied by notable improvements in agricultural

practices, spreading of commerce, and the growth of urban trading communities.  On the one hand61

the increasing population led to the settlement and conversion to tillage of "new" land east of the

Rhine and to the conquest of new feuda in the eastern Mediterranean.   On the other hand it62

stimulated more intensive use of land in the traditionally settled parts of Europe and set in motion

a trickle of people who could no longer find adequate employment on the land into the incipient

towns. Throughout the two-and-a-half centuries during which these processes were gradually gaining

impetus they did not essentially differ from other growth sequels in earlier periods and in other parts

of the world. The historical details, in as far as they could be reconstructed, have been elaborated

by Marc Bloch,  and a host of other scholars. For the purpose at hand here only their relevance for63

explaining the developments which followed the demographic catastrophes of the middle of the 14th

century require special attention.

There appears to be agreement among historians that the "technological know-how" built up
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before the "Black Death" survived and continued to increase during the fifteenth century.  There64

is no reason to believe that the diminution of population eradicated the agricultural improvements

which had gradually raised the per acre yield of land under the pressure of the land- shortage in the

preceding era. Together with this it is probable that as a result of the reduced volume of labour,

cultivation was restricted to the relatively most fertile holdings wherever this was possible, while the

least fertile land was abandoned. Consequently per capita yields of land and labour presumably

increased, and with them the ability to save and invest in improvements also materialised. Together

with this the wish to invest developed because the per capita rise in yields went together with a more

equitable distribution of the fruits of production. This was not only reflected in the free and

copy-holders' higher real incomes, but also in the fact that wages rose more steeply than rents, and

both wages and rents rose more sharply than the prices of manufactured goods.  For an entire65

century farmers and workers were able to maintain these economic advantages.  Competition among66

landlords for tenants and for the relatively diminished labour-force; and the disarray of the central

political power structure, together with the end of the supremacy of the heavy cavalry and its

replacement by auxiliary peasant forces – the "combined training bowmen"  put many farmers and67

workers in parts of northern Europe in an perhaps unprecedented position vis-a-vis the mighty. The

uniqueness of their position was that they were not only able to increase their income but also to

resist their "betters'" attempts to deprive them of it by force. Perhaps this is the answer to the

question how Europe escaped what Gellner called the "the dreadful regiment of kings and priests".

At the same time, and probably stimulated by the higher real incomes of the working

population, the towns were beginning to undergo a transformation. With relatively minor reversals

most urban markets survived the demographic catastrophes and gradually adapted production to a
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new type of demand. In the 13th century their impressive growth had mainly been founded on foreign

trade and domestic demand for certain high-priced goods or luxuries. After the Black Death the

relatively greater affluence of the working population added a new market for everyday commodities.

Slowly foreign trade and the manufacture and sale of several expensive products, and money lending,

were supplemented as a source of wealth by the production and trade in goods for common use. The

new type of demand, and the response to it, gradually transformed the structure of production in

northern European trading centres and precipitated the development of an entirely new range of

products and of a new "production philosophy". The "fair price" and quality control continued to rule

supreme in the old established trades, but in the new trades profit began to play an increasingly

important role. As James Steuart [1767] already observed every person will make a demand but

"every such demand will not be answered and will consequently have no effect. The demander must

have an equivalent to give, it is the equivalent, the effectual demand which counts." From the middle

of the 14th century the demand for the goods used by the common people which could be best

produced in towns began to be effectual. People in the new trades devised all kinds of stratagems

to evade the economic edicts of the Church. For example, the rules against usury were not abolished

but the interest was added in advance to the loans in the debt books. Similarly the idea of the "fair

price" was not abandoned but profit was added to labour cost as a kind of legitimate entrepreneurial

reward. In time the higher income of the rural population did not only influence the towns but the

transformation of the towns also affected changes in the countryside. The new type of productive

activity in the towns required more labour and as more labour came and the towns' economic

activities proliferated, the number of people grew who could no longer produce their own food and

became dependent on others for their victuals. In the vicinity of trading centres cash-crops replaced

traditional subsistence crops and farmers began to specialise in producing what suited their soils best.

Where access to urban markets could be arranged, prices instead of subsistence requirements, were

gradually becoming the crucial determinant of production decisions. Within two centuries the rural

maps of the affected regions changed. In the Low Countries, in the vicinity of cities, land was almost

entirely allocated to the production of vegetables, while more remote regions produced fruit and,

often at the expense of cereals, raw materials for the urban manufacturing enterprises. By the 16th

century the Netherlands had in fact become dependent on the Baltic trade for their supply of cereals.

In England the spreading of enclosures and Thomas More's tale of the sheep "devouring" men,

(which is true as far as some chalk lands were concerned) provide further evidence of a similar
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movement toward "industrial crops" in the early 16th century. But renewed population pressure

during this period caused farmers to invest more money in the amelioration of their land to find

employment for the increasing size of their families. The soil was dug more deeply and manured,

livestock was kept in greater numbers, and transportation was improved to convey compost and ash

from the towns to the country and to bring farm produce from the country to the towns. Part of the

rural population whose tenure could not be terminated continued to be affluent and maintained the

level of domestic demand for urban manufactures; the rest became increasingly dependent on wage

work.

But the accretion of population in the early sixteenth century also caused real wages to fall

even before the Great Inflation. Thus, while the growth of domestic demand for manufactures was

tempered by the fall in real incomes the low production costs stimulated exports and these more than

compensated for the loss of growth in domestic demand and gave rise to a high rate of capital

accumulation. It was at this juncture that the ability and the wish to invest came together and that,

to use Marx's formulation, commodities ceased to be exchanged for money in order to obtain other

commodities but money began to be exchanged for commodities in order to obtain more money. 

The lengthy above given digression into the beginnings of the Capitalist system should

highlight the assertion that economic developments alone could not have produced Capitalism

without the changes that accompanied them in the cultural sphere. The cultural environment, in

which certain norms of conduct from the middle ages still exerted a restraining influence on social

and economic relations, only slowly adapted to the growing domestic market and expanding foreign

trade and gave rise to what Weber called the "rational restlessness" , and to  Durkheim's "normative68

regulation" , which made ingenuity rather than force the new source of wealth and gave wealth a69

new social status but subjected its acquisition to strict rules of conduct. These rules, though

sometimes better documented by transgression than by compliance, were part of the cultural heritage

of the middle ages. They reflected the essential virtues in the teachings of the Church, which inspired

moderation and trustworthiness.  This is of paramount importance because without the moderation70
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and trustworthiness which engender confidence business cannot develop. 

Like some monopolists and bonus grabbing bankers nowadays there were of course also

privateers and buccaneers in 16th century, figures like Drake and Hawkins and others who made

their fortunes pillaging settlements on the Spanish American coast or selling African slaves in Spanish

ports, and shared their profits with the Crown in exchange for free pardons. But in the end most

entrepreneurs preferred the indirect route to riches and distinction by way of business, over the

direct avenue of piracy and highway robbery. Unlike our modern rich who labour to mould society

to fit their morals, the early entrepreneurs wanted to be accepted, to find their place within the ruling

patterns of culture. As a result it created moderating forces which prevented greed from "killing the

geese that were to lay the golden eggs". It is the loss of the moderating forces which also provided

the progressive elements in Capitalism that nowadays makes one fear for the future of western

economy and society. 
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7.

The need for truly democratic government.

Given the above described new social and economic reality the question which arises is how the

achievements of western civilization can be sustained. To answer this question we must first ask

ourselves what these achievements are and if we have good reasons to wish to retain them. The most

obvious achievements are of course in the material sphere. More than any other civilization we have

learned to create affluence for a greater part of the population. No less important however, we have

adopted as self-evident the idea that a good society is a society without poverty oppression or

arbitrariness. We believe that such a society will be blessed with perpetual economic and cognitive

growth which incorporates everyone in a shared moral citizenship and high culture.

To most western readers, striving for a more or less egalitarian society without oppression

may seem obvious and even rooted in “human nature”. But it is not. In a cast system the very idea

of an egalitarian society is anathema, and in a system that regards life on earth as a mere “waiting

room” on the way to the better world in the hereafter, the striving for an egalitarian society with

cognitive growth and high culture may be subversive. The point is that people grow up into a culture

which sets their values and these values are then taken to be natural and universal and very slowly,

if at all, open to examination and revision. There is no point to tell a would be suicide bomber that

there is no reward for his deed because there is no life after death. He simply knows that there is.

There is no point to tell an orthodox Moslem or Jew that women are equal to men. They know that

women are not equal to men. There was no point telling Germans during the Nazi rule that Jews and

Gypsies are human beings like themself. They knew that they were not. Such ideas appear to those

who hold them to be innate. As illustrated in the previous chapter it took more than four centuries

from the time a concatenation of circumstances created “the European miracle”, for our present

value system to mature. For many, and particularly for Marxists, our mind set seemed so obviously

innate to the human psyche that they believed that they saw it exemplified in other civilizations

though in a feebler, slower and retarded forms, and that given time it will eventually be emulated

everywhere. But is this true? There doubtlessly are many people in the Third World who wish to

emulate the economic achievements of the west but not the patterns of culture that accompanied

their progress and sustains it. The present rulers of Iran strongly desire atomic energy but they abhor

the ideas which the Enlightenment contributed to the civilization which discovered the way to
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harness atomic energy. As Gellner said  “The monopolists of truth are as jealous as the monopolists71

of power, and have as good reasons for eliminating competition. So oppression and dogmatism

which is, in diverse forms, the shared lot of  societies, is not an accident but a fatality”.

There are many mainly urban centres in the Third World which impress the casual western

visitor that their populations share their culture. But in most cases this is an illusion. The visible

economic success of these centres is mainly based on industries producing for export. Low wages

make these industries competitive in western markets, and thus create islands of wealth amid seas

of poverty. There are very few cities in the developing countries which are not surrounded by

violence ridden shanty towns dominated by religious or politically intolerant leaders or by outright

hoodlums such as drug barons. That villagers do not share in the wealth created by and for the urban

elites is plain to see. In other words, there is no real exchange economy to sustain the system. Such

exchange as there is comes mainly in the form of exports to the western world.  This became very72

visible when in the wake of the recent recession in Europe and the USA the economies of most Third

World countries were also experiencing a painful decline. From this point of view Globalization may

well imply the transference of industries to the Third World, and the disappearance of many low skill

jobs in the highly industrialised countries, with no certainty that this will create a sufficiently large

middle class in the rest of the world to consume enough to allow domestic demand to keep their

economies growing for long. One may of course hope that the emergent class of industrial workers

will organise to protect itself and raise its wages, but given the current export orientation the ruling

elites are hardly likely to allow this. This then is the reason why what happened in Europe around

the time of the Renaissance can really be regarded as a miracle. That even in the west the stability

of the achievements is precarious was well demonstrated in Germany during the 1930s. And if the

earlier discussed trend toward feudalisation and the lack of active commitment to meaningful

democracy continues it is hard to believe that the ideas nurtured in the west since the Enlightenment

can survive.

What we nowadays see in the west is the growth of ghettos; distrust in political leaders and

consequently in politics as a lever of social emancipation; the decline in union militancy, and a

widening gap between those with high income and with great wealth and those living in relative and
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sometimes even abject poverty. In other words, the distributive exchange mechanism which since

the second world war was supplemented by state regulation, and which came under attack in the

1980s, is no longer adequately assuring the necessary equilibrium of supply and demand to keep the

economy stable and growing and the populations at ease. 

David Ricardo [1772-1823] already saw that the distribution of the economic product of

society is inextricably related to its growth, and must not be ignored or relegated to the automatism

of some assumed self-validating mechanism. This does not mean that on the microeconomic level

there is no market mechanism which adjusts supply to demand by the variation of prices and profits,

but one may ask why the outcome should necessarily always be what is best for society? Are there

not on the macroeconomic level other and often more important objectives than those indicated by

individual short-term profit and loss accounting? In fact the economic process functions in two

separate sectors, the private sector where markets determine wages, prices and the allocation of

resources, and the public sector where decisions determining the long term future of the society are

made. But the latter sector has no self-regulating mechanism and depends on the culture of societies

– on their aspirations and political power structure. The only objective factor which limits its freedom

of decision-making is society's level of technology. The rest depends on values and on the political

will to sustain and improve desirable institutions and abolish or adjust those which hinder progress

toward responsible economic growth and greater social stability and equity. It is for this reason that

the protection of the humane legacy of western civilization and the democratic system of government

are so important also in the economic sphere. 

The economy is not "a zero sum game", where everyone's gain is somebody else's real loss.

In a growing economy, as our economy has been for decades thanks to technological progress, it is

not the question if the economic system can or cannot sustain a larger so-called inactive population

of older people, but how the added production provided by economic growth ought to be distributed

in order to sustain our way of life. The arguments which are nowadays employed to explain why the

aged are becoming an "unbearable burden" for the economy are therefore mere sophistry. They are

no different from the arguments used in the past against the shortening of the work-day to eight

hours and the loss of child-labour when compulsory education was introduced. Neither of which

have resulted in the catastrophe their opponents predicted. The truth is that as long as productivity

continues to increase, and unemployment is not allowed to soar, there is no reason to fear that the

relative growth of the "inactive" part of the population must cause a real fall in the welfare of the
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gainfully employed. All it does require is the sharing of the added growth, and this means a rise in

public expenditure and hence more taxes. Here then is the crux of the problem because in a merely

formal democracy political leaders can hardly hope to gain votes by saying in their election

manifestos that they will raise taxes.

It is of course easier to speak of cutting government expenditure than to tell voters that one

plans to raise it. In a real democracy people will ask themselves what such cuts may eventually mean

for themselves, but in a merely formal democracy the majority of voters do not ask themselves about

the long-term consequences of policies. With eyes fixed on the immediate advantage from “no more

taxes” they vote for programmes which in the long-run can only benefit the very rich minority, and

run contrary to their own cultural consensus. An important role in this myopic process plays the false

conception that money handed to the state is wasted. The roots of this idea were founded in the era

when taxes were levied by kings and rulers to fight wars which often had little to do with the needs

and aspirations of ordinary citizens. Most people fail to see that nowadays money handed over to

the state is designed to be used for other purposes. It is designed for investment in the country’s

infrastructure and public in services or to fund unemployment assistance or pensions. Used in this

way it becomes purchasing power and keeps up the required consumer demand and consequently

the incentives for investors to invest. In short, taxation is not only creating the resources required

for providing government services but an important tool to provide the necessary macroeconomic

equilibrium for economic and political stability. The important point is that the state, being

independent of short-term profit and loss considerations, is actually the only relatively independent

actor able to regulate the economic system. It can reduce aggregate spending when there appears

the risk of inflation and increase it when there lures the risk of massive unemployment. This is in

essence what the Keynesian economic policies of the early post World War II, period were trying

to achieve.    It is true that they failed to constrain inflation, increased bureaucracy and occasionally73

waste, and thereby provided the opportunity for reactionary forces to stage their comeback. But the

failure to harness inflation was due to factors which were largely outside the purely economic logic

of the Keynesian compromise between the market forces and state regulation, and the inflated

bureaucracy and waste were mainly the result of the incompetence of political leaders and their lack

of preparedness to deal with difficult problems. The leaders of the political parties, courting the
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favour of the large unadvised electorate, simply overstepped the necessary limits on government

spending, and did not implement strict controls to avoid the abuse of the social security

arrangements. 

It is easy to convince people that “one can only spend an Euro, dollar or pound once”

because everyone knows that for ones household this is true. But it is difficult to convince people

that for the economic system as a whole such a “truth” is utter nonsense. For the economy as a

whole the Euro, Dollar or Pound spent by one person becomes an added income for another person.

And so the one Euro, Dollar or Pound which is said that it can be spent only once by one household

is actually spent many times if the economy is taken as a whole. This is because the money spent

once, generates more and more incomes earned and spent throughout the entire system until all the

money initially spent is leaked away into savings. In this way the Euro, Dollar or Pound is spent not

once but many times over. This is what economists call the multiplier.  And this is the reason why74

in a recession even a small amount of new government expenditure can stimulate consumer demand

and subsequently private investment; and this is why when inflation threatens the economy, a small

withholding of government spending can restrain overspending. But this is the Achilles Heel of

democracy. Politicians want power and to hold on to power it is easier to say “no more taxes” than

to explain the complex working of the economic system. Perhaps this is also the reason why in the

present drive to reduce the public debt few politicians ask what may be a better way to achieve this

aim tax cuts and less government expenditure, or judiciously increasing taxes and government

expenditure to create new incomes and consequently increase tax revenues as it happened after

World War II, in the USA and Britain. 

In short, to allow the public sector to perform its tasks adequately a lively educated

citizenship is indispensable. But when political discussion is dominated by “sound-bites” and reduced

to “television beauty contests” between election candidates, and much of the public has lost trust in

politics as the lever for the attainment of stability and equity, it is difficult to see how politicians can

perform the tasks the democratic system of government assigns to them. Yet without responsible

democratic government it is hard to see how the earlier mentioned social values can survive.

The problem with Democracy is however more complicated than it may appear to be from
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the above elaboration. Democracy, as we know it, requires a consensus about certain fundamental

issues. For example, our democracy takes for granted government under control of the people as a

whole, rather than of a class or group. In ancient Greek city states full rights were confined to

citizens and excluded slaves, denizens, and women. Since the time of the Enlightenment our

Democracy gradually widened, to encompass equal opportunity, political and legal equality, and even

a striving for social and economic equality. When Milton Friedman and the Chicago school of

economists challenged the Keynesian management of the economy through budgetary measures, and

suggested to manage it by the manipulation of interest rates and the control of the money supply,

they did not challenge the fundamentals of democracy but only the method employed to stabilise the

economic system. But when American Republicans opposed President Obama’s health insurance

initiative  they did oppose the principle that citizens require healthcare and objected to its being made

accessible to those unable or unwilling to pay for it. They did not say that they object to human rights

but claimed that it encroached on individuals’ freedom -- that it was Socialism or Communism which

in America is often confused with Stalinism. When Mrs. Thatcher crashed the miners strike she did

not say that she objects to workers right to associate in order to defend their livelihood, but fought

them on the basis of pragmatic considerations, such as that coal mining was economically

unprofitable. In other words, the consensus in the western world about the fundamentals of liberal

democracy, (except for the striving for economic equality) hold still good even among reactionaries.

But it is nibbled away without people actually being aware of it. Again, the growing distrust in the

political leaders does not engender political action but the risk that the mechanism by which

democracy achieves the wishes of the people becomes emasculated. By the twenty-first century some

former ministers and members of parliament appear not even to be aware that offering their services

to private interests is out of order.  Perhaps this kind of politicians are still an insignificant minority,75

but the entire electioneering  process has been losing much of its political content. Particularly

television has shifted the attention of large sections of voters from issues to personalities and has

replaced logical discussion by clever meaningless sound bites and misleading analogies. 

    The problem is that people believe that what they are accustomed to consider just, fair or

right, is just, fair and right. In a way this is almost inevitable. As said before, values are
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communicated from generation to generation by verbal contamination and demeanor in a moral

setting and becoming habitual seem to be intuitive. Education is therefore mostly conservative or

reactionary because it conveys the beliefs and norms of conduct of an earlier generation to the next.

If a young Moslem kills his sister because she disobeys their father, he does so because he grew up

in the belief that this is the right and honourable thing to do. If in another culture it is not done, then

it only proves that the other culture is deficient – it has no sense of honour. In ancient Rome the

gladiator Spartacus, who led the slave revolt in 70 BC, did not question the principle of the

institution of slavery. The American revolutionaries who held these truths to be self-evident that all

men are created equal, that they are endowed by their creator with certain uninalienable rights, that

among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of happiness, did not even bother to exclude black

slaves because it was obvious to them that they are not included. Many Nazi’s believed that to wage

war on other nations and to murder Jews are honourable tasks. In short, ideas like those which are

taken for granted in modern western civilizations are not universal. They are the product of our

particular history. The only difference between them and other value systems is that they permitted

social emancipation and economic and technological progress which other systems did and do not.

But this does not mean that they cannot be abolished. If for example the idea, not uncommon in

certain circles in the USA these days that freedom means the survival of the fittest, makes many

proselytes, or if post-modernists convince people that truth is irrelevant because it is merely an

accepted “great story”, there is no reason why the values now held valid should not be abandoned.

But there is more. These days an able television “personality” can make a convincing case

arguing that nature shows that human rights are no more than a conspiracy of the misfits to deprive

the talented of their rightful gains. He can convince viewers that economic growth is promoted by

building more sweets producing factories and conveniently forget that an increase in the number of

dentists also adds to economic growth which, after all, is merely measured by the volume of money

changing hands in the course of a given period. He can cite Malthus suggesting “that population,

when unchecked, goes on doubling itself every twenty-five years, or increases in a geometrical ratio,

while food production, by any imaginable exertion of mankind is unlikely to increase at a similar

rate,”  and ignore that population accretion tends to diminish with rising living standards and that76

food production has manifold increased since the eighteenth century when Malthus believed it to be

impossible. He can say that truth is no better than “great stories” invented to serve their teller’s
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interest, and forget that all our scientific achievements depend on logical and experimental testing

which is the way to create this “great story”. In a nutshell, television and the internet are as much

providing valid information as misinformation. Television, radio and the internet, can be used to scare

the public by stressing the bad consequences of a large national debt without mentioning that by the

end of World War II, the USA’s national debt  was well above 100% of its entire Gross National

Product and that by 1975 it had shrunk to only 35% and in 1980 to about 20% because three

decades of growth and a little inflation simply evaporated the deficit.  A similar method can of77

course be employed with regard to Britain where after World War I, the debt was larger than GPD

for four decades to 1950s, and that Japan had recently a large deficit for 20 years in spite of which

Japan still borrowed cheaply. An able speaker can say that private investment stimulates economic

growth and creates employment, which is correct, but not mention that government investment does

the same. The point is that private investment hinges upon the expectation of profit and the

expectation of profit upon a rising demand for goods and services. Hence, when in a recession such

demand is not forthcoming only the government, which is not dependent on the immediate pursuit

of profit, can invest to increase the effective demand and create employment that will induce private

investment. People who cannot distinguish between a personal private debt and a state debt are easily

persuaded that a public debt is something to be avoided under all circumstances because of the

“interest that has to be payed and the burden it will impose on future generations”.

As said before, anyone old enough may well remember the arguments in Europe on the eve

of World War II, against the introduction of a forty hour working week that (in spite of the

technological progress) were said to cause an economic catastrophe, and against compulsory

education that would cause a disastrous labour shortage. These days similar reasons are heard in

support of the need to cut social services in order to avoid raising taxes. People are told that without

cutting government expenditure we cannot avoid dire consequences due to the aging of populations.

We are told that in the 1950s the relationship between workers and dependents on their income was

one to seven, that these days it is one to three, and that at a future date it will be close to one to one.

But few notice that technological progress has increased productivity even more sharply than

necessary to compensate for the rise in the population that is not producing for the market economy.

According to the Bureau of Labour Statistics, labour productivity in the USA increased on average
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above 1.2% a year (i.e. more than doubled in half a century, and in the last five years of the 20th

century and in first years of 21  century it increased by 2.4% (i.e. it more than doubled in a quarterst

of a century.  How else could living standards have improved so much as they did since the 1950s?78

So, all in all, a real democracy requires a well informed public which will stand up against clever

simplistic vote catching sound-bites.79

However, the problems western democracies are facing these days are much wider than mere

misinformation. In Europe many people regard the influx of Moslems and the rush to privatisation

as threats to their entire value system. They fear that the considerable number of immigrants from

Moslem countries will undermine the separation of state from religion, and 

that privatisation will nibble away the humane achievements of the post-war era. And, alas, both

these fears are not entirely groundless.

What in the west most people consider basic values are individuality, freedom, democracy,

the separation of church from state, civil society, and tolerance. The world of the Islam does not

share these values. Although many Moslems living in the west are gradually assimilating to its ways,

the process is slow and often very painful. Immigrants tend to live together in certain parts of towns

and are therefore subjected to their brethren’s social control. In the area where they reside they can

communicate with their neighbours in their mother tongue and frequently do not feel the need to

learn the host country’s language. They go to the Mosque where religious leaders tell them that the

people who do not share their faith are morally inferior or worse. They retain their traditional habits

even when they are in clear conflict with the way of life taken for granted in the west. Honour

killings, the subjugation of women, the hierarchical positions of the various members of the family,

the practice of adjudication before a religious leader rather than the law of the land, and intolerance

may serve as examples. To a man living in a kind of Moslem Ghetto in Amsterdam it may seems

obvious to be served in a shop before a woman, but this is not acceptable to a Dutch woman. It may

seem in order for him to beat his wife, while under Dutch law this is an offence. It may be his
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practice in elections not to bother about the different political programmes but to vote for the list or

person his Imam tells him to vote for. He may be expecting to receive all the social advantages the

welfare state offers citizens, but not necessarily feel obliged to contribute to them. He will make sure

that his flat is in good order but not bother about the common stairway or house entrance. All this

raises the old paradox of tolerance. Many liberals are reluctant to speak out loudly against the

immigrants’ culture because they fear to be labelled intolerant or racist, and because they believe that

given time the immigrants will become adjusted to the western way of life. Others, who are less

liberal, fear that the immigrants’ habits are contagious and will destroy their society. They ask

themselves the old question whether one must not be intolerant against intolerance? The paradox is

particularly thorny given the Fascist and antisemitic European legacy. Lately a differentiation is made

between cultural and political Islam. Against this comparison the point is made that racism was

directed against minorities like Jews and Gypsies who could not be regarded as the vanguard of

millions of citizens of other countries intending to force their way of life upon the Europeans.  On80

the other hand, the argument goes that political Islam, particularly the kind preached by extreme

Moslem leaders is different especially when supported by countries which demand special political

rights for their emigrants, such as dual nationality, special schools in which their languages are taught

in place of the language used by the native populations – and other rights which they deny to

Europeans residing in their own countries.

Yet, while these risks for the future of the wester values may be greatly exaggerated a much

more serious threat comes from the gradual undermining of them by the Europeans themselves and

this remains almost unrecognised.  Since the reactionary onslaught of the 1980s, individuality is

gradually transformed into egoism; freedom into lack of responsibility for others; democracy into the

one in four years casting a vote for or against some personality; the separation of church from state

into the flight from science and reason to things like alternative medicine; civil society into almost

unbridled consumerism, and tolerance into apologetics. Most of these tendencies, though not all,

have since long been part of the American way of life, albeit often mitigated by sentimentality. In

both Europe and the United States. success is increasingly regarded as a sign of distinction with little

reference to how it is achieved. Violence, and in America the use of guns, to protect ones property

is taken as an inalienable right even when its consequences are not proportional to the crime which
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is prevented. The distinction between individuality and egoism is blurred; freedom is confused with

“doing ones own thing” with little regard for what it may do to others. The list is long and its impact

may here be exaggerated but the tendency toward the new meanings given to what used to be called

the bourgeois virtues is easily discernable. Not that there is no resistance to this loss of the moral

compass but the resistance is weak because it is splintered by focussing on single issues and not on

the process as a whole. One can fight for women’s rights without relating it to the struggling for

human rights in general.

All this raises again the old question how far our actions are determined by either logic or

passions. Logically we know that an aging population changes the proportion of active to inactive

people. But emotionally we are not inclined to accept that the cost of sustaining in the family

household parents who no longer work is as much and sometimes even more expensive as needs to

be contributed for their sustenance to pension funds or in taxes. Logically we can see that the rising

labour productivity allows us to compensate for the demographic change, but emotionally we are

not inclined to give up part of what we gain from the increasing productivity. As said before, labour

productivity, for example in the US, more than doubled in the last 50 years of the twentieth century,

and more than doubled in the 30 years to 2005 alone. In other words, half the population gainfully

employed now is able to produce as much as the entire working population did thirty years ago. Still,

we do not wish to recognise that the aging population does not cause a real economic problem but

only that part of the increased productivity must be used to sustain the no longer employed. In fact

it is a distribution problem. Taxes or contributions to the pension funds must be raised. To avoid this

redistribution of incomes we accept arguments like the ones in favour of privatisation and forget that

the cost for caring for the retired in the family home incurs direct expenses just as well as when they

receive their livelihood indirectly from the pension funds or the state if they live where it is more

convenient for them and the family. The real difference is that the rich families will find it easier to

support their dependents and the poorer families more difficult.

A similar problem is the rising cost of health care. Even ignoring the shenanigans of some

pharmaceutical industries, health care is becoming increasingly expensive. We live longer and become

more prone to require medical help. Moreover we discover and instal increasingly costly new medical

equipment and spend more on research. Here again privatisation is discriminatory against the less

able to pay for proper help. Those favouring privatisation claim that public health care undermines
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individuality, but ignore the principles of equality and humanity and perhaps in the long run and

under certain circumstances their own interest, such as in the case of epidemics. One can easily find

many examples to illustrate the negative consequences of privatisation, but the gist of the matter is

that privatisation is antithetical to the aspired values which were the guiding light of western

civilization since the days of the Enlightenment. 

The essential point is that while taken separately each of the social attainments under attack

since the 1980s often seems inconsequential by those not directly or immediately affected by it, their

total effect on the fabric of society is devastating. For example one may find that measures to curb

the right to strike in one sector of the economy, or that the abolition of a railway station where it is

economically not viable, are not serious problem because only a few people are directly affected by

it, without recognising that it undermines some fundamental societal principles. It subverts the

principle of workers right to take industrial action, and the principle that all who pay taxes to provide

public services have an equal right to receive them. Moreover, it introduces the principle that

profitability takes precedence over equal rights. At first sight the above said may again appear

exaggerated, but a look at what Thatcherite and Reaganite governments were doing since the 1980s

how they were slicing off slices of the humane principles which the post World War II western

society has regarded as its cultural basis, shows the real impact of what in separation may often seem

reasonable. The arrogance of the irresponsible greedy bankers after the crisis they caused in 2008

may well illustrate how far the culture of western society has already moved away from its former

moorings. The sad truth is that people become used to their conditions and accept them. Low-caste

Hindus rarely revolt against their status. They regard it as normal. In western Europe serfs regarded

the nobility superior to themselves normal and only rebelled when the nobles violated traditional

customs. For generations people took it to be self-evident that “the poor you will always have with

you”.   Even now people are becoming accustomed to the obscene incomes the new elite obtains81

for itself in salaries, bonuses and shares, while workers doing dirty, arduous, and dangerous work,

have to struggle for a very small raise in their earnings. The point is that after some time people

accept a given reality as normal. They may complain, but not take action. This is the reason why one

can call what happened in parts of northwestern Europe by the end of the Middle Ages “the

European miracle.” This is also the reason why in spite of the fact that the democratic system of

government provides us with the ability to sustain the humane achievements since the days of the
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Enlightenment, too little use is made of this ability to protect these achievements. And so, we socially

and culturally, though perhaps not technologically, may well be sliding back into the world of the

Middle Ages. 
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8.

Discontent and the alternative prospects for society

At the beginning of this book I said that our social and economic system is in the process of

reorganisation and that the final outcome of this reorganisation is unpredictable. On the one hand we

see the emergence of a new style feudalism, the revival of religion and superstitions, the spreading of

egoism posing as individuality, the disintegration of society, and the replacement of the search for

truth by expediency.   On the other hand we see after the Busch era a black man with liberal ideas82

was elected President of the United States, and implementing public health-care, which President

Clinton already promised to do in his election campaign but did not manage. In England where the

process of social disintegration was advanced by Lady Thatcher’s efforts to dissolve the Welfare

State, and where the Labour Party abandoned much of its traditional principles in order to court the

middle class, the recent economic crisis led to a revival of Keynesian economic thought. In the In

short, the fate of the humane values of western civilization is still in the balance. The battle is not yet

lost, but  their successful defence requires a vision of a future worthy to be struggled for.  

Discontent is widespread these days. Its causes are many from the increasing gap between rich

and poor, the proliferation of atomic weaponry, the despoiling of the natural environment, the position

of women, trite materialism, bureaucratic insensibility, corruption, decline of business confidence, loss

of decorum and much else. But what is not sufficiently recognised is that these are the symptoms of

the ills people experience and not their underlying cause which is the general loss of direction. People

do not see that their particular reasons for being discontent, and even their adversely affected vital

interests, would better be met by a common effort to change the overall trend toward which the last

forty years were leading, than each group pursuing its objective in isolation from all others. Moreover,

they must abandon the current post-modern fashion of putting political expediency before historical

truth. Black people as well as feminists must admit to themselves that not all our modern cultural

heritage is "white male dominance" but a mixed bag of elitism with emancipatory tendencies. Ignoring
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the lessons that can be learned from history, or even falsifying facts to strengthen their point, and

focussing attention on their problems to the exclusion of all others', is not the most promising way

to solve them. At best they achieve the inclusion of some of their number in the new "class" while the

rest will join the army of those discriminated against, namely the majority of people. Black people and

women as single issue  movements, can achieve high positions for some individuals, and remove

certain legal obstacles to advancement, which are in themselves no mean attainments, but will not

really solve the problem for black people and women as a whole. The USA may have a black

President but compared to white people many more black people still live in the poverty ridden

chanty-towns. In both the USA and Europe there are many more women in leading positions

nowadays than were before but the “glass ceiling” is still very much in place. The point is that

conducting a struggle in a climate of them (whites and men) and us (Blacks and women) not only

alienates a large number of potential supporters, but does not help to create the climate necessary for

achieving true equality and mutual respect. It introduces a whole spectrum of unnecessary divisive

and debilitating factors into the struggle and provides numerous openings for opponents to exploit.

For example, as long as there is poverty and unemployment, employers (including women) will always

find specious arguments justifying sex-discrimination, which evaporate in times of full employment,

such as difficulty and cost in finding temporary replacements for the pregnant women. When there

is massive unemployment these arguments sound convincing to male workers fearing for their jobs,

and provide employers with a mass support for the revival of discriminatory practices against women.

This culture of discrimination is reinforced by arguments that working women neglect their children,

and that it is in the public interest to exclude married women from the labour market.  But struggling

for human rights and stressing solidarity would avoid many of these pitfalls. There is no useful reason

served by denying that white people voted for the Slavery Abolition Act in 1833, or that men like

John Stuart Mill were among the first to struggle against the subjugation of women.

Similarly there is no useful purpose served by environmentalists declaring economic growth

as an adversary instead of recognising that it is not economic growth which needs controlling but the

direction it is taking. Environmentalists must realise that economic growth represents no more than

a positive change in the relation between the money-earnings and spending of a community during

a determined length of time; that its measurement is no more than a statistical representation of a

positive change in certain economic indicators such as the National Product which tells nothing about

the activities from which the money is earned and what goods and services it is spent on. An increase
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in the National Product may just as much reflect an increase in air or water polluting as purifying

activities. Environmentalists must also understand that without economic growth the Third World is

doomed to poverty and the rich countries are condemned to continual unemployment. Whether global

warning is man-made or not it requires attention, but well considered attention and not simplistic

answers causing very harmful by-effects. What it requires is suitable legislation preventing the market

from determining investment where it may jeopardise our future. As already mentioned before,

Einstein said “whatever a society will produce depends entirely on the nature of the goals alive in it.

Once the goals exist, the scientific method furnishes means to realize them. Yet it cannot furnish the

very goals.” The goals must be set by society and not by the market. A society caring for humanity

will search for a way to combat the environmental hazards without condemning most and perhaps all

of humanity to poverty and other deprivations. 

It is for this that the revival of the former humane goals of western society is now necessary.

To overcome the impediments which the single action movements are struggling to overcome, all

must act together because only united they can put an end to the threat the current drift poses to all

the progressive objectives on which western civilization used to pin its hopes. Objectively nowadays

more unites than divides the poor from all but the most privileged members of the middle class, and

intellectuals and socialists from churchgoers, and many others who earlier opposing each other

sections of society, because they all share the same essential values. The days are long gone when

poverty was regarded as a visitation, when socialism was regarded anathema to God’s rule, and when

Galileo was excommunicated and scientists suspected of serving evil spirits. Few civilized people will

still speak of “undeserving poor”, though some “Tea Party” visitors may call them losers (but one may

wonder what sort of people go to these Tea Party meetings).  Few scientists are regarded as the83

Devil’s disciples, though important differences about some ethical issues such as abortion and genetic

manipulation continue to bother the Church as well as non-confessional intellectuals. What both the

Churches and the intellectuals should nowadays be worried about indeed is the current drift toward

the abandonment of the search for truth and its replacement by the pursuit of profit, and the funding

of research which is likely to be financially rewarding for certain people rather than serving mankind's

needs, and the intrusion of false advertising into domains where it sows a climate of public distrust

in science and in the integrity of scientists.
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This then is the crux of the matter. We are drifting toward a society which is neither

economically expedient nor morally attractive. The drift involves risks for science and social harmony,

and is moved forward by a newfangled sophism hiding behind "political correctness". What is needed

is a revival of the public's political engagement and a revision of beliefs to restore to society the

humane perspective which inspired it in the early post-war decades.

There are two problems which arise in this context. One is whether the newfangled feudalism

and inequity can be stopped by the so called  ”from the bottom up” process, i.e. by the plurality of

single issue movements,  or if given the current state of affairs a “from the “top down” process is

necessary and more likely to succeed in ending this drift? A second problem is whether the various

myths, such as the one telling us that narrow myopic self-interest is part of human nature, can be

overcome? The first question is difficult to answer, the second seems less difficult. One can draw

attention to the fact that soldiers sometimes lay down their lives in battle to save the life of a comrade,

or that people take risks to protect their family. But more generally one may mention that even very

strongly held beliefs do change when seen in a new light. 

For millennia people “knew” that man cannot fly. Birds can fly but men cannot. But man can

fly! Icarus failed, but Daedalus made it to Sicily. Today we all fly.  We only had to abandon the wrong

ideas of how to do it. Since 400 BC, and perhaps even earlier, people have seen kites gliding through

the air, but in spite of this they imitated birds flapping wings. Only after Cayley, Lilienthal and

Chanute abandoned the old habits of thought and ceased flapping wings a new conception

aerodynamics was born and the myth that man cannot fly was dead. The point is that before people

abandon their old misconceptions they cannot see things they could have seen before but have

remained unnoticed or appeared to be irrelevant. Therefore, as long as people persist in the belief that

trite egoism is part of nature they do not believe that other mechanisms can stimulate activity. After

several centuries during which Capitalism’s individualistic pursuit of gain has promoted technological

progress and economic growth it seems simply psychologically “too expensive” to abandon this

mechanism and to search for an alternative. We all see, and many deplore, the negative by-products

of our growth producing system – poverty amidst great riches and the constant insecurity of

employment and of holding on to whatever wealth we have – but to give up the system requires a

cultural revolution and real cultural revolutions (not like the Chinese) are only possible when better

alternatives are shown to work and old vested interests can be overcome.
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There is little doubt that objectively western societies are able these days to produce enough

so that if it were fairly distributed could keep everyone economically secure at a high standard of

living. In theory all that this requires is a judicious distribution of the national product between

investment and consumption in proper proportions, and an equitable distribution of incomes to sustain

effective consumer demand in line with the rate of economic growth. However in practice we

continue to allow the whims of markets and speculators to determine investment and consequently

consumers’ purchasing power. In this sense Keynesian economics was revolutionary. It inspired

governments to attempt to steer economies in a desired direction by fiscal and occasionally monetary

means. Like the innovators who when dissatisfied with the materials nature offered learned to

synthesise and produce new materials more suitable for their purpose, Keynes indicated the way to

make the economic system more stable and suitable to serve mankind. By this he changed the role of

the state from a kind of “watchman” into an active agent to promote economic growth, stability and

equity. Independent of each other, the Polish born American economist Evsey Domar, and the British

economist Roy Harrod,, explored this approach asking themselves if steady-state growth was

altogether possible and if so if it could be sustained with full employment? They, and others who

critically developed  aspects of Keynes’s work, set in motion an evolutionary process leading to the

recognition that in the social and economic sphere mankind can influence and perhaps even shape its

future. The process came to fruition in the early decades after World War II, when many in the west

hoped for and were politically struggling for a new humane world without poverty, arbitrariness and

inequality. They imposed on governments the duty to promote economic growth and to assure

stability and the fair distribution of incomes and wealth. But as the public’s political engagement

waned,  and allowed the reactionary onslaught to win the day, the Keynesian revolution came to a84

halt. With misleading metaphors like that  “all ships are rising with the tide” and that an “invisible

hand” serves like the immune system in the human body to restore equilibrium and growth to failing

economies, and hypocritical arguments like that state intervention does not only debilitate recovery

but is undermining individual’s freedom, persons with good access to the media convinced the public

to accept once more the pre-Keynesian beliefs. It took the crash of 2008 to revive the belief in the

necessity of state control and the need for a new social and economic agenda for the future. But, as

said before, the outcome is still in the balance. President Obama managed to get the health reform

turned into law. Will he receive the necessary support for controlling banks dubious activities?  
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Yet, while the culture of egoism and greed is clearly visible there are also manifestations of

a different kind. They are reflected in the very existence of the single issue groups; in the growing

anxiety of churches and humanists about the loss of "norms and values"; and in the persistent concern

for Third World populations and for refugees from overtly terrorist regimes and ethnic massacres.

These bear witness to the fact that old-fashioned values are not yet extinct. It shows the young that

the conversion of truth into expediency and the transformation of "good connections", rather than

excellence, into a source of personal advancement, is not "the way of the world" but the product of

the culture which a perverted establishment imposes on society. The sometimes argued suggestion

that egoism or human conduct in general is more influenced by genetic factors than by the social

environment is in this context a red herring. It is enough to accept the obvious, namely that at least

part of human conduct is environmentally determined, and that since the human environment is

basically social environment, it can be swayed to serve trite egoism as well as the common good.

The most likely practical way under the given conditions to resist the drift towards the

abandonment of the culture which provided the west with its humanism and economic success, and

to halt the submission to the materialistic utilitarianism that must lead towards totalitarianism or

chaos, appears to be the utilization of the bourgeois institutions themselves. In other words, this

means to uphold the power of the democratic institutions and bourgeois legality. This requires a

struggle to subject the people's political representation to public criticism and to force the various

executive organs of the state to abide by legal rules. The strength of such an approach is  in its appeal

to the still widely accepted and recognized norms of behavior, which the new elite does not yet dare

to challenge openly.

Unfortunately however it would be rush to rely too much upon the recognized norms because

although they are not yet openly challenged they are not firmly adhered to either. In both Europe and

America products are becoming shabby and are not delivered to customers correctly and on time, and

services are increasingly unsatisfactory and erratic. Where possible more and more industrial tasks

are relocated abroad and not always because of wage differences alone. The rise of the great business

conglomerates deprived Capitalism of much of its vitalizing competitive element and of its customary

opportunities for gain. Monopoly has increased but in a new form. Instead of concentrating on final

products it has specialised on the supply of specific parts – core activities. Large super-market chains

have practically driven out of business small retailers and nowadays determine the range of products

available to customers. Bankers invent constructions (derivatives, hedge-fonds, etc.) to spread
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investment risks and use them to misinform investors about assets’ real worth and sometimes even

speculate on their failure.  Altogether the bourgeois virtues of industry, thrift, stability and efficiency,85

which symbolized the aspirations of classical capitalism's entrepreneurial class, have all but

disappeared with the rise of "jet-set" management, and so to a great extent did the dignity of labor,

the pride in work, and the diligence of workers.

All this has been ignored by most of the economics establishment and thus what have been

taken as predictions based on reliable economic laws were found unreliable. But it did not make the

economics profession engage in a reexamination of its fundamentals. It escaped into a kind of new

scholasticism and occupied itself producing very elegant mathematical formulae of the old economic

laws and increasingly lost contact with reality. Instead of recognising the new managerial culture and

economic reality many people including economists, particularly in the USA, but also in Europe, fell

prey to the propaganda which blamed state intervention and social security arrangements for the loss

of labour discipline and for the inadequacy of the Invisible Hand to keep the economic system on an

even keel. This enabled Margaret Thatcher to do her best to break the power of the British labour

unions, and she was enthusiastically followed in her efforts to slice off slices of the social security

systems by right-of-centre governments in many other European countries. In the United States, it

allowed President Obama to be “branded” a Socialist (some TV stations even said a Communist) for

trying to introduce national health insurance, and to control the activities of banks. The problem

which all the champions of the Free Market and Privatisation are facing is real, but can one, and do

we want to, return to the awful world of fears? Do we really want to give up all the humane

achievements we made since the Renaissance?  If we do not, and if we want to keep our economy and

our society from gradually falling apart, we must offer a credible humane alternative to what the new

economic and social elite is leading to. We must find a way to replace the dominance of acquisition

by pride in job and pleasure in work well done. May be that in spite of greed having by force of habit

come to be regarded as almost human nature, and in spite of old habits being hard to abandon, we

can in an economically secure society achieve this mental change by education. However, as said

before, the emergence of a society without poverty, oppression or arbitrariness, is not inscribed into

any historical plan, and to pin ones hope on education alone may be naive unless the new generation
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does sincerely and passionately desire such a society.

 

What then are the alternative prospects that present themselves for the future? One is that

things go on the way they did in the last few decades. This is likely to lead to the decline and fall of

most of what liberal western nations have achieved over the centuries except for the technological

innovations. Eventually it will lead to a command economy ruled by the newfangled class of

administrators of monster enterprises and/or by state officials with little real concern for people’s

welfare. It will reduce freedom for the individual; replace property-founded hierarchies by hierarchies

of positional status; substitute the fear of unemployment and poverty by the fear of administratively

determined penalties for the non-fulfillment of production targets; exchange profit incentives by

bureaucratically fixed rewards with little difference whether they are imposed by the state bureaucracy

or by the administrators of powerful multinational business enterprises; and transform our strongly

introspective ethics into a formalistic system of morality. In the end the combined dominance of state

and industrial bureaucracy will in all probability rationalize the utilization of resources but this will

be at the expense of restricting people's freedom of choice. Managers of monster enterprises and

administrators will decide what ought to be produced, in what quantities, and by which methods of

production. Dire poverty may well disappear but the price variations by which nowadays consumers

still communicate their preferences will no longer be a decisive factor. Business administrators will

become the final arbiters of "the public good", and by the earlier described "class" crystallization

process in the bureaucracy, the public good will turn out to be precisely what will cause the

bureaucrats least bother and what is in their own best interest. They will arrogate the right to decide

what people ought to and ought not to be supplied with. They may even decide what people have to

learn and which jobs they have to take by virtue of what they will call necessity. The ease with which

the members of the new class can move from their high positions in the large enterprises to similar

positions in government (as it is already well advanced) will deprive the rest of society of effective

means to resist all the earlier mentioned tendencies, while the remaining level of economic security

will blunt their will to do so. In short, the public will gradually become accustomed to this Aldous

Huxley's brave new world and acquiescent in its roles. As bonuses and penalties will become the only

means by which the ruling bureaucracy is able to reward and punish those who do and who do not

fulfil their assigned tasks,   i.e. who do or do not contribute to the smooth functioning of the system,

the ethical values good and bad will become obedience and disobedience, and the public good will
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become expediency. The best man will be the one who contributes most to the volume of production

and obeys his betters. This process is already well advanced these days in our society and not much

imagination is necessary to see how it will go on. It is sufficient to think about the real necessity to

prevent terrorists from taking control of some nuclear materials to see how some freedoms of the

people can be restricted with their own consent, but also, how these restrictions can then be abused,

for example, to exclude nonconformists from studying the natural sciences at the universities. After

all, the step from a Berufsverbot to a Studierverbot is but a small one. 

All in all, the prospects of letting things go the way they went in the last few decades indicates

the evolution of  a command economy, ruled by the newfangled class of administrators of monster

enterprises and the state, which would in the end impose production targets enforced by rewards and

threats of penalties. This system would resemble the one imposed on the citizens of the Soviet Union

and its satellites, though without the pretence of serving a humanitarian ideal. Such a system, as the

Soviet experience has shown, appears to have little to commend itself. The truth is that any

bureaucratic management of a social and economic system, whether run by the state or by large

economic corporations, always diminishes civil liberties. Rosa Luxemburg saw this already very early

in the twentieth century when she warned Lenin against the idea that the Soviet economy could be

run successfully by “planning and supervision.” She wrote that a properly led society requires “ the

school of public life.” It needs the broadest democracy and public opinion, because without it all that

remains is a crippled political life – a mere semblance of life – in which only the bureaucracy remains

the active element and public life gradually falls asleep, while a few leaders direct and rule...86

The alternative to this would be democratic participation – a system in which each member

of society not only feels that he has, but does actually have, a share in the fruits of production.  This

does not necessarily imply that the share distribution of benefit needs be literally equal. It is sufficient

that any inequality is justified by some morally accepted reason. This alternative, toward which

western European society moved a considerable distance soon after World War II, does however

require the public’s political engagement, the revival of meaningful democracy, and an enormous

educational effort . It necessitates real freedom for the media of mass communication, workers'

participation in all decision making organs in their working-places, and unrestricted insight into all

documents with but few exceptions such as medical reports. Only when all people share in the wealth
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of the nation so that the welfare of each person depends and is seen to depend upon the effort of

everyone else can a social mechanism be expected to develop that is capable of taking the place of

the traditional ones of coercion and economic fear. After all, such a mechanism already functions

within most families in which husbands and wives share incomes and expenses.  87

Optimistically a social tendency to stop the drift towards the new bureaucratic despotism and

towards a more equitable and liberal society can be detected in a number of recent developments as

the "wild-growth" of movements outside the establishment's "democratic" system. The first among

these are the extra-parliamentary "action-groups", the movements which organize mass opposition

to such things as nuclear reactors in their regions, the pollution of air and water, the destruction of

historical monuments, the natural environment and others. To these the establishment sometimes

reacts with limited success by police brutality and other times with efforts to absorb them into the

system in a subverted form. The second form of resistance to the drift are workers' attempts to gain

a greater say in the running of the enterprises in which they work. This too presents a direct challenge

to the hierarchical system upon which the new administrative oligarchy rests. As a rule the

establishment tries first to "buy off" this opposition by the offer of better wages. But when it is either

unable to do so, or is unsuccessful in the attempt, it resorts to the old subterfuge of "divide and rule".

It bestows privileges on part of the working-force and sometimes on the workers' chosen

representatives, in order to alienate them from their following. But in most cases it tries to brand them

enemies of  individuals’ liberty. 

The third opposition to the drift comes from some, mainly young, members of the churches, the

intelligentsia, and the student movements, who are, perhaps unconsciously, united in their adherence

to conventional morality. This is perhaps the most dangerous opposition that the new establishment

has to deal with. Conventional morality is as deeply rooted in the teachings of Christianity as in the

writings of Karl Marx and implicitly continues to play a large part of the values taught at schools in

spite of many efforts in the last decades to transform the schools from educational institutions into

places where children are encouraged to learn "practical" things that will allow them to find their

places in industrial society, i.e. to learn the things that best suit the purely economic needs of the
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system.  To meet the threat from this opposition the new establishment again uses a mixture of force88

and stratagems. On the one hand it labels all those who stand up for conventional morality naive or

lacking in life experience or when it is possible followers of totalitarian ideologies and even

Communists or terrorist-sympathizers. On the other hand it tries to dress all its own despotic deeds

and institutions in a mock-garment of morality. For example, it restricts the freedom of the individual

by claiming to do so to defend liberty; it substitutes the autocratic rule of administrator for the old

fashioned capitalist boss claiming that this was greater social equality. It speaks about the need for

an ethical revival and means a campaign against long hair and a woman's right to live the way she

wishes. It's top functionaries hold speeches about human rights and then allow themselves to frame

or malign the ones who practice them. In short, the new establishment tries to avoid an open

confrontation with the forces of conventional morality by retaining its shell but depriving it of

content. They cut social security assistance and claim that they do this to assure the social security

of future generations. 89

All in all it is not difficult to understand that the economic process functions in two sectors,

namely the private sector where markets determine wages, prices and the allocation of resources, and

the public sector where decisions determining the long term future of societies are made. With

safeguards to protect it from too much abuse the former sector’s inbuilt mechanism can function

reasonably well. The latter sector has no mechanism and depends on the culture of societies  –  on

their aspirations and political power structure. The only objective factors which limits the freedom

of choice in this sector are its human and other resources and the society's level of technology. The
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rest depends on values and on the political will to sustain and improve desirable institutions and

abolish or adjust those which hinder progress toward responsible economic growth and greater social

stability and equity. The economy is not "a zero sum game", where everyone's gain is somebody else's

real loss. When an economy is growing, as in the west it has done for decades, and if thanks to

technological progress it continues to do so, it is the distribution of the added output, and not the

ability of the economic system as a whole, which can sustain a larger so-called inactive population of

pensioners. All the arguments which are nowadays employed to tell the public that the aged are

becoming an "unbearable burden" on the economy are the same as the already mentioned arguments

used in the past against the shortening of the work-day to eight hours and the loss of child-labour

when compulsory education was introduced. Neither the shortening of the working week nor

compulsory education have resulted in catastrophe. This is because as long as productivity continues

to increase, and unemployment is not allowed to soar, there is no reason to fear that the relative

growth of the "inactive" part of the population must cause a real fall in the welfare of the gainfully

employed. The real threat to the future welfare of society is to be found elsewhere. It is in allowing

the perverse culture to spread that confuses egoism with individuality, privatization with personal

freedom, sound bites with political information, media created personalities with leaders, sophistry

with truth, and the perfection of means with the determination of goals.
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Summary and conclusions.

The first economic theories evolved by the end of the Middle Ages when an increasing number of

people began, as R.H. Tawney said, to transform “from spiritual beings who, in order to survive,

devote reasonable attention to economic interests, into economic animals who also find it prudent to

take some precautions to assure their spiritual well-being.” . Not that mankind’s longing for material90

welfare began with the waning of the Middle Ages or totally dissipated Christian ethics, but as long

as a person’s social status was mostly determined by birth, and his economic conditions by the

vagaries of nature, there was little room for economic theorising. But by the late Middle Ages and

the coming of the Nation States the ancient vices of avarice and parsimony were slowly becoming

“respectable”. They became subservient to the “public good” which was considered to be what served

to increase the political power of the state. Regarding gold and silver the “sinews of war”,

Mercantilists stressed the need to increase the country’s stock of money. Where no specie could be

mined at home or in the colonies they recommended to obtain it from a favourable balance of foreign

trade and clever juggling of exchange rates.  Hence they postulated that the “public good” would91

best be served when entrepreneurs were permitted to seek their private interest with the Government

acting as a corrective agent for channelling private benefit to coincide with the advantage of the state.

They took it to be self-evident that high profits stimulate employers to activity, whereas high wages

dissuade workers from working hard and long hours, and obliges them to send out their women and

children to work as well in order to supplement their scanty incomes and thus to augment the

available labour force. Thus high profits and low wages improve the export trade because they reduce

the cost of production and limit the domestic demand for manufactured goods.

Although Mercantilism did not produce a comprehensive theory, notions of such a theory can
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be gleaned from the suggestions they offered to the legislators for the solution of practical problems.

The point is that it is hard to deny that given the assumption that there are two different kinds of

humans, those who are encouraged by high profits and those who can only be stimulated by the cold

fear of starvation, and that the objective of economic search for answers is the promotion of the

“public good” interpreted as the augmentation of the power of the state, the Mercantilists’

recommendations were logically consistent and convincing.

By the middle of the eighteenth century the “philosophical background” began to shift and so

did the questions Mercantilists were trying to answer. Among other reasons, the shift was also

probably due to the relative labour shortage in the first half of that century which made low wages

impracticable. The expanding domestic markets for manufactured goods, and technological progress,

forced the Mercantilists to recognise the significance of new inventions and their application in

manufacture.  Their main concern was no longer the fear of a general shortage of labour but of the

shortage of skilled labour. They recommended that the state should make determined efforts to attract

skilled immigrants, restrain emigration, and train the young. The increasing circulation of paper money

reduced the importance attached to bullion earnings but did not alter the belief that one country’s gain

is another’s loss. The competition for specie gave way to the competition for raw materials and for

markets to sell labour-intensive manufactured goods. A country which imported raw materials and

exported manufactures was held to sustain a double success. It deprived other countries of raw

materials and impeded the full employment of their labour force.

Toward the end of the eighteenth century most economists were convinced that liberty and

property are the keystones of every rational economic order, and that political economy resembles

a natural science in the universal applicability of its laws. The father of classical economics, Adam

Smith (1723 - 1790), like his teacher Hutcheson, , believed in a divinely ordained harmony of egoistic92

and altruistic impulses in man.   In his opinion the study of man’s own advantage naturally leads him93

to prefer that employment which is most advantageous to the society.  Like Isaac Newton before94

him, he took it for granted that this was the way God has arranged the world. In the same manner
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which gravitation is keeping the heavenly bodies in their orbits so “man pursuing his own interest is

by an invisible hand frequently led to promote that of society more effectively than when he really

intends to promote it.”   The world is as it ought to be. As St. John said: “The poor are always with95

us.”  Not that Adam Smith and his followers were deprived of compassion, but the study of the

passions was in the sphere of moral philosophy and compassion in the sphere of theology and not of

political economy. Thomas Robert Malthus (1766-1834) believed that workers were dependents of

a kind, with a good right to protection and with a duty of subservience to their betters. For him the

most permanent cause of poverty had little or no direct relation to forms of government or the

unequal division of property. It was the result of population pressure. Hence, “as the rich do not in

reality possess the power of finding employment and maintenance for the poor, the poor cannot, in

the nature of things, possess the right to demand them.”   David Ricardo   (1772-1823) was more96

sensitive to the workers’ problems. But essentially he too still treated labour foremost as a factor of

production. “Labour, like all other things which are purchased and sold, and which may be increased

or diminished in quantity, has its natural and its market price. The natural price of labour is that price

which is necessary to enable the labourers, one with another, to subsist and to perpetuate their race,

without either increase or diminution... If the  market price falls below the natural price, poverty

deprives them of those comforts which custom renders absolute necessaries. It is only after their

privations have reduced their number, or the demand for labour has increased that the market price

of labour will rise to its natural price...”  Yet, Ricardo is more optimistic than Malthus. He was97

aware of the coming of new technologies and believed that “notwithstanding the tendency of wages

to conform to their natural rate their market rate may... for an infinite period, be constantly above

it...”  When an impulse in the increase in capital gives rise to a new demand for labour and is followed

by another such impulse, this can happen. But the permanence of the improvement will depend on

specific circumstances. “It is not to be understood that the natural price of labour, estimated even in

food and necessaries, is absolutely fixed and constant. It varies at different times in the same country,

and very materially differs in different countries. It essentially depends on the habits and customs of

the people...  Many of the conveniences now enjoyed in an English cottage would have been thought
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luxuries at an earlier period of our history.” 

The dramatic shift in the “philosophy” behind the economists conception came by the middle

of the nineteenth century. In 1848 John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) published his Principles of Political

Economy, and Karl Marx (1818-1883) and Friedrich Engels (1820-1895) their first Communist

Manifesto.  Mill synthesised Ricardian political economy with the early neo-classical marginal method

of economic analysis. And Marx transformed the Ricardian version of the labour-value into a moral

denunciation of Capitalism. Mill started from the idea that men’s opinions are the dominant influence

on social and historical change.  Marx started from the belief that material circumstances rule social98

and historical change.

Mill hoped that scientific knowledge, and individual freedom would advance human happiness.

As an ardent liberal and adherent of social reform,  he was at one and the same time a champion of99

individual liberty and of state intervention to promote education and the protection of the working

class. He believed in free competition but he also sympathised with the emerging labour movements

and the emancipation of women.  In his work on demand he introduced several ideas which  later,100

when economists abandoned their concern with value and replaced it by the study of prices, became

the profession’s focus of attention. This was after the 1870s when the neoclassical approach drove

out classical economics and became the dominant economic paradigm which essentially it still is

today.

Marx’s dialectical materialism assumed historical necessity. For him the confrontation of

capital and labour was part of an historical process. While Mill gave to economic thought a liberal

reformist tint, Marx transformed labour-value into a powerful ethical issue. If labour was the source

of value than profit must be “stolen labour-time.  It was this perception which became essential for101

the moral feeling of ascendancy of the working class, and most likely for the haste with which the

bourgeoisie espoused neoclassical economics as the ruling paradigm. Not that the new approach

lacked advantages for solving concrete microeconomic problems, but it turned economists’ attention
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away from political and social issues and placed business profitability at the head of the agenda. It

focussed on “the best allocation of resources” without defining what is meant by “best” or best for

whom or for what. As the Anarcho-syndicalist Christian Cornelissen, whose views were influenced

by Marx but who did not share his determinism, wrote,   Capitalism is held together by a universal102

pursuit of gain which permeates society to the last individual. “It provides each individual with an

illusion of security of life and property and leads him to approve of arrangements, such as the

bourgeoisie's legal system, which enable him to enjoy what earnings or property he has, but leaves him

unmoved by the fact that it prevents him from receiving the full value of his labour. The worker is led

by immediate notions of self-interest to approve of one type of 'theft' in order to be protected from

another. The system turns him into its unconscious protector, and denies him the security he is

actually striving for. Competitive pursuit of gain becomes a necessity for survival and the wish to

survive gives rise to the pursuit of gain — a vicious circle with an inescapable internal logic that

makes the system unassailable from within. Consequently capitalism's internal consistency permits it

to last for a long time. It can only be destroyed from outside — by acts unexplainable in terms of

bourgeois logic.” 

In fact Cornelissen was mistaken. Capitalism’s internal consistency was broken but this only

happened later in the wake of the Great Depression and World War II. But then only partially, as the

period following the reactionary onslaught of the 1980s revealed.

By the beginning of the twentieth century the economics establishment in the West abandoned

the labour-value theories and adopted the study of price and wage determination, which came to be

called Neoclassical economics and became the ruling paradigm in all the highly industrialised

countries. Alfred Marshall (1842-1924) who tried to reconcile the classical with the new approach

called economics “a study of man’s actions in the ordinary business of life... which examines that part

of individual and social action which is most closely connected with the attainment and with the use

of the material requisites of well-being”.  And Lord Robbins (1898 - 1984) defined economics as “the

science which studies human behaviour as a relation between ends and scarce means which have

alternative uses.” But as Kenneth Boulding (1910 - 1993) observed, most widely quoted definitions

are either too broad or too narrow and therefore inadequate.  And so, what remains is, as Jacob Viner

(1892 - 1970) said, “Economics is what economists do”.
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However, most workers’ movements in the West adopted, though mostly not in name but in

content, Marxist inspired reformist egalitarian economics, and in the East, where political conditions

allowed it, radical economic planning. In other words, Western economists no longer discussed the

socially divisive ethical question of value and turned pragmatically to the practical aspects of

stabilising the existing system. The followers of Marx tried to create a new egalitarian social system

in which capitalist economics lost its relevance. As Lenin (1870 - 1924) wrote:  “Accounting and

control – that is the main thing required for arranging the smooth working and the correct functioning

of the first phase of communist society.”   Eventually, in 1928, and turning Marx’s historical and103

dialectical materialism upside down, Stalin (1879 - 1953) proclaimed that Socialism had been

achieved in the Soviet Union and organic economic growth being part of the capitalist structure was

no longer relevant, and that in the future targets were no longer to be regarded as technological

predictions but as government instructions to be carried out. He repeated this later, after World War

II, in Economic Problems of Socialism in the U.S.S.R.  Behind all this was the recognition of the

increasing success of the natural sciences in synthesising materials which often turned out to be better

than what nature itself offered, and in providing machinery which made labour more efficient, which

led to the belief that Mankind can shape its own destiny. 

Western economists, both those who adopted the Neoclassical approach and those inspired

by a variety of Marxist and reformist ideas, struggled with the ethical and political problems which

the new social structure imposed on the handling of the economy. As Leon Walras (1834 - 1910)

aptly put it in his Études d’economie sociale: (1896) “Certainly economists have not demonstrated

scientifically the principles of free competition. Fortunately for them competition organises production

more or less well. In going into ecstasies over the admirable manner in which it does this they regard

their task as accomplished. But socialism must proceed differently. It must distinguish itself from

‘economism’ above all in its knowledge of political economy, and it must explain why and how this

or that principle will lead to and maintain equilibrium of demand and supply for services and products.

In doing this it will advance from the literary to the scientific stage. This is what Marx’s collectivism

fails to do. Even more lamentably than ‘economism’ which presents as working well a system which

works badly, Marxism presents as working well a system which will not work at all”

The Russian Revolution, and later the Communist victory in China, introduced (with little
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success) centralised state planning as a means for overcoming economic backwardness, while in the

more advanced industrialised countries the Great Depression introduced state intervention to remedy

the worst consequences of massive unemployment and destitution. The Democratisation of western

societies after World War II, and to a certain extent the fear of Communism, transformed the state

from the mere guardian of law and order into an active regulator of the economic system to promote

growth, stability and equity. These objectives precipitated the advent of Keynesian  economic104

theories and the institution of the Welfare State. However, the widespread abuse of the humane

provisions of the Welfare State, political mismanagement and Inflation, eventually led to a

conservative reaction and to the modification and partial abandonment of  Keynesian economic

thought, and to the adoption of monetarism and the reintroduction of a large measure of the pre-war

economic ideas. 

The gist of this review is that whenever societal conditions changed, economists concentrated

their efforts on answering different questions. Consequently economic theory drifted from searching

answers for one set of practical problems to another.  But as Albert Einstein said: whatever scientific

method produces depends entirely on the nature of the goals alive in mankind. Once these goals exist,

the scientific method furnishes means to realize them. Yet it cannot furnish the very goals. Perfection

of means and confusion of goals seem to characterize our age. If we desire sincerely and passionately

the safety, the welfare, and the free development of the talents of all people, we shall not be in want

of the means to approach such a state, but we must first be sure of our objectives. Nobody is against

safety, welfare, and the development of talents, but events have given these desires different meanings

The goals of a society are a matter of culture, and a narrowly materialistic individualistic community

perceives safety, welfare, and talent differently from a community moved by compassion, solidarity

and the search for truth. It is the last mentioned type of society which I believe to be worth struggling

for.
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